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f = fx + ify virtual wave stress at the mean sea surface 

T = TX + iTy wind stress 

r£, Ty bottom stresses in x- and y- directions 

Txz, Tyz internal fractional stress in x- and y-directions on a plane 

normal to z-axis 

<f>n(z) Fourier component of C(z) 

<j> wave phase 

^(n„) phase of F(fl„) 

<f>'(Qn) phase of F'(fin) 
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$(z) vertical distribution of wave stress within the thin bottom 

wave boundary layer 

#(z) [= Fa$a(z) + Fb^i(z)] a sDecified velocity profile 

ty*[z) a specified velocity which is confined near the surface 

tyti(z) a specified velocity which is confined near the bottom 

Xn shorthand for e~bnAt, used in the recursion 

schemes of evaluating time convolutions 

w„ eigenvalues for the Ekman dynamic problem 

A complex cross-correlation function between winds and waves 

Miscellaneous 

I eigenvalue of the Ekman dynamic problem with arbitrary 

eddy viscosity profile 

< > a time-average over a few wave periods 

* convolution in time 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Preface 

Two topics are covered by this thesis: the inclusion of a mean wave forcing in the 

linearized shallow water equations and the piasentation of a new numerical method 

to solve the equations. The wave force is related to the concept of Stokes drift. 

The numerical method results from implementing an outstanding idea proposed by 

Welander in 1957. Each topic is self contained, but the two are linked: the former 

studies the response of an Eulerian water column to the local external forces; the 

latter provides a way of "assembling" the column-wise motion into a 3-D dynamic 

picture. Detailed introductions to these topics are given below, followed by an outline 

of the thesis. 

1.2 Stokes drift 

Stokes (1847) established a theory for wave-induced mean flow in a non-rotating 

frame. It predicts that for a periodic surface wave field there is an associated mean 

flow in the direction of wave propagation. Since this mean flow can be responsible 

for a net material transport of sediments, oil slicks, etc., the concept, which came 

to be known as Stokes drift, has been widely applied in the real ocean. Not until 

1 



Wave Direction 

Figure 1.1: Diagram illustrating Ursell's argument. Given a steady Lagrangian mean 
flow, denoted by qat, the area projection, A, of a circuit would increase without bound, 
as would the number of the captured planetary-vorticity filaments, fi. This would 
lead to an infinitely large relative circulation around the circuit ba'd'cb which initially 
coincided with bade. The end result is then an infinitely large velocity along the side 
d'a' whose l c j t h is finite. 

1950 did Ursell question the application of Stokes' theory to the rotating ocean. He 

argued, from the viewpoint of absolute circulation conservation, that it is impossible 

for a steady wave field to produce a steady Lagrangian mean flow (Fig. 1.1). Pollard 

(1970) then examined the wave problem in Lagrangian coordinates including Coriolis 

force showing that each water particle experiences an exactly circular orbit so that 

there is no net material transport, confirming Ursell's theory. 

Hasselmann (1970) also retained the Coriolis force in calculating the wave-induced 
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Reynolds' stress tensor and found that, when the earth's rotation is taken into ac

count, the horizontal component of the wave orbital velocity is no longer in quadrature 

with its vertical counterpart. As a result a mean shear component in the Reynolds' 

stress tensor arises. The associated body force exerted by the waves is - f x qs(, where 

f is the Coriolis vector and q,j is the Stokes drift velocity. The steady response of 

a laterally homogeneous ocean to this body force is an Eulerian current qe which is 

equal and opposite to the Stokes drift, resulting in the zero Lagrangian mean required 

by Ursell's theory. 

An interesting result is that a high frequency surface gravity wave field produces 

shear stresses in the water column due to the earth's rotation. As will be shown 

later, for a simple wave train the Coriolis-induced wave stress at the surface can be 

expressed as pa2crf/2 in deep water where p is the density of sea water, a is the 

wave amplitude, a is the wave frequency, and / is the Coriolis parameter. Supposing 

a = \/2m, a — Ls~l (corresponding to about a 6 second wave period), / = 10~4s_1, 

and p = I03kgm~3, then the stress is O.lPa, which is of the order of a typical wind 

stress. For large swells, the shear stress can be much larger. Unlike Longuet-Higgins' 

wave radiation stress (I960, 1964) whose existence depends on a horizontal gradient 

of the wave energy, this type of stress exists wherever surface waves arc present. 

However, it has not to date been included in the usual equations describing shelf 

dynamics. 

For a non-rotating frame, Longuet-Higgins (1953, 1960) showed that the presence 

of thin viscous wave boundary layers at the surface and at the bottom can strongly in

fluence the mass transport in the interior region, regardless of how small the viscosity. 

This influence can be expressed in terms of two boundary conditions: a steady bot

tom streaming, and a surface virtual tangential stress. Predictions using the formula 

for viscous wave mass transport obtained by Longuet-Higgins yield good agreement 

with the wave tank data, while Stoke° drift theory does not. 

Thus Stokes' drift theory is markedly modified by rotation and viscosity effects. 

In a realistic ocean, one should therefore consider both these effects in addressing the 

r 
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wave-induced flow problem. Madsen (1978), followed by Weber (1983a,b) and Jenkins 

(1986, 1987a,b), combined the Coriolis and viscous effects in calculating the wave 

mass transport in deep water and successfully removed the so-called Longuet-Higgins 

paradox in deep water. This paradox, which was noted first by Huang (1970), arises 

simply because the virtual tangential stress remains unbalanced in a non-rotating 

infinitely deep ocean. 

In the models of Madsen (1978) and Weber (1983a,b), the eddy viscosity was 

assumed to be constant and waves monochromatic. Jenkins (I987a,b, 1989) developed 

models for vertically varying eddy viscosity and for the random wave case. Recently, 

Weber and Melsom (1993a, b) considered the effects of growing/breaking waves on 

the mass transport. 

However, no one seems to have extended the work of Madsen, Weber and Jenkins 

to shallower water where surface waves may influence the whole water column. For 

example, swells of about 20s period can influence the whole water column to depths of 

about 200m (Grant et al, 1984). During periods of large swell, it seems unlikely that 

any dynamic model whose aim is to forecast or hindcast the real flow can confidently 

neglect the wave stress. One of the purposes of this thesis is therefore to present a 

simple Eulerian model for wind- and wave-driven flow in water of finite depth. Such 

a model should be of value in interpreting observed flow on a shelf. 

1.3 Welander's idea 

Welander's (1957) idea concerns the numerical solution of the following set of lin

earized equations 

at (1.1) 

at ' dxl-h """ ' dy> 

where x — y — z forms a xight handed Cartesian coordinate system, t is time, u and v 

are the velocity components in the x— and y—directions respectively, h is the water 
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depth, TJ is the sea surface elevation, / is the Coriolis parameter, v is the eddy viscosity, 

and g is the acceleration due to the gravity. This system of equations has often been 

used as a mathematical model for physical oceanography problems such as tidal flow, 

storm surge prediction, and shelf circulation. However, even for very simple basins, 

few complete analytical solutions are known. Although the set of Eqs. (1.1) has been 

greatly simplified from the full Navier-Stokes equations, it still includes a mixture 

of Ekman and long wave dynamics. Therefore it is necessary to take a numerical 

approach to obtain general solutions. 

However, before integrating the equations numerically, we may be able to extract 

the Ekman dynamics analytically. This is the idea proposed by Welander (1957). 

Specifically, he suggested that the two momentum equations can be solved for a 

complex velocity q = u -f iv in terms of a known wind stress, r, and an unknown sea 

surface slope, \77?, 

q = q(t,z;V7},T). (1.2) 

As will be seen later, Eq. (1.2) can be written in the form of a pair of time convo

lutions, one with the wind force, and the other with the surface slope. In practice, 

the wind stress is given. If the slope force were also given, then knowledge of the 

velocity field would be complete. To determine \jrj(t), Welander suggested two ap

proaches (Table 1.1). The first approach (the bottom stress approach) is to take the 

derivative of q with respect to z and evaluate it at the sea bed to get an analytical 

expression for the bottom stress. The bottom stress can then be substituted into the 

depth averaged equations to numerically solve for the sea surface elevation, r/, and the 

depth averaged velocity components, u and v. The second approach (the transport 

approach) integrates q over the water column to get a transport. The transport can 

then be substituted into the continuity equation to numerically solve for 77. Both are 

variations of the convolution method. The difference between the two approaches lies 

in the way they supply the local force V?(0 ' o r the convolution. 

Jelesnianski (1970) implemented Welander's first suggestion, the bottom stress 

approach, and developed a model for storm surge prediction. Forristall (1974, 1977, 
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Table 1.1: This table summarizes Welander's two suggestions for solving linearized 
shallow water equations. qd(t,z;IT) and qa(t,z;IVv) are two complex velocities in
duced by unit constant wind stress, 7T, and unit sea surface slope, Ivn. A unit vector 
here is defined as a vector whose length is one unit and whose angle is arbitrary. The 
dots on qa and qj indicate time derivatives. 

at 

8u 
dt 

fa + fu= -gSn. + vpL 
dz3 

Jelesnianski, 1970 

Bottom stress approach 

Si 
at 

. 8*0 , dhV _ n 

SI- fv = -aSl+ rt~Tt 
dt Ju — y ax~ h 

9t T J u. Hey T h 

This study 

Transport approach 

9 = V»> *&(«,*; A /J . 

+r*qd(t,z;IT) 

Welander's first 
suggestion 

vi. (r»,r») = 

V I . 
flr? , dhu i dhv n 
«i T 8i T »» ~ (/ia,/uf) 

(hu, hv) — VV * Jlh Q.dz 

+r * Ch qdz 

Welander's 
second suggestion 
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1980) applied Jelesnianski's method to model storm-generated currents and later 

extended the method to the case of two layers of different (but constant within each 

layer) eddy viscosity. Davies (1987, 1988) took this method one step further, using 

the bottom stress derived from a linear depth-dependent model to provide closure for 

a non-linear depth-averaged model. One difficulty with the bottom stress approach is 

the extremely slow convergence of the bottom stress series. As a result, approximate 

formulae have been used to replace this bottom stress series (Hearn, 1988; Hunter, 

1989). Such approximations, due to underestimation of the correct bottom stress, 

tend to produce the undamped inertial oscillations reported by Davies (1987) and 

Hunter and Hearn (1988) . 

Welander was interested in implementing his second idea, the transport approach, 

and planned to perform some numerical experiments for the North Sea. By 1961, 

however, he acknowledged the difficulty of the implementation due to the complex

ity of the integrodifferential equation. This difficulty was also recognized by others 

(Platzman, 1963; Simons, 1980; Murty, 1984). 

However, Welander's second suggestion has certain advantages: only one equation 

(the continuity equation) needs to be integrated numerically; the analytical part only 

involves the transport, which implies that fewer modes will be needed (since higher 

modes have little contribution to the transport). It is desirable to implemer.t the 

method, as it can result in a substantial decrease in the computational workload. 

This is valuable for problems involving many iterations of the solutions to the 3-D 

linearized equations of motion, such as data assimilation. This study implements 

Welander's second approach, resulting in a new method for numerical modelling of 

3-D circulations in shallow seas. 

1.4 Thesis outline 

This thesis is structured as follows. 

r" 
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• Chapter 2 derives both the Coriolis- and viscosity-induced wave stresses for 

arbitrary water depth and arbitrary wave direction. 

• Chapter 3 establishes a set of general equations which includes the mean wave 

force, and extracts a set of linearized sub-systems for use in the following chap

ters. 

• Chapter 4 studies in detail how a water column responds to the local external 

wave force. 

• Chapter 5 uses a pre-existing data set, the CASP (Canadian Atlantic Storm 

Program, 1985-1986) data set to test the theory established in Chapter 4 against 

data. 

• Chapter 6 moves on to the second aspect of the thesis: presenting the new 

method for numerically modelling the linearized 3-D motion in shallow seas. 

• Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis. 

F 
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Chapter 2 

Primary Wave Motion with 

Coriolis Effects and Secondary 

Wave Stress 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter derived both the Coriolis-induced and viscosity-induced wave stresses 

for arbitrary water depth and arbitrary wave direction. A succinct and rigorous 

derivation of Longuet-Higgins' virtual wave stress is presented here. It is shown that 

the virtual stress is a projection on the surface slope of two viscous normal stresses 

acting on the vertical and horizontal planes. 

Hasselmann (1970) derived the Coriolis-induced wave stress without resorting to 

any specific wave solution. His derivation is general, but also makes the generat

ing mechanism of the stress less evident. In the following, a finite water depth wave 

solution in a rotating system is provided, from which one can see the generating mech

anism of the stress more clearly and can immediately determine the stress formula in 

terms of the wave parameters. 

In the wave mass transport problem, the Lagrangian description is often favored 
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(Unluata and Mei, 1970; Madsen, 1978; Weber, 1983a,b; Jenkins, 1986, 1987). The 

choice of the Lagrangian description brings in an evident convenience, i.e., turning 

the fluctuating free surface into a fixed plane, which is desirable for those models 

designed to yield the detailed structure of the surface boundary layer. However the 

choice complicates the equations of motion and makes the algebra lengthy. In con

ventional models for wind-driven shelf circulation, the Eulerian description is over-

w! slmingly used. One of the purposes of this thesis is to explore the consequence of 

introducing wave forcing into the commonly used equations for wind-driven circula

tion. Therefore it will be convenient to adopt the Eulerian description here. After 

obtaining results from the Eulerian model, for the purpose of comparison with the 

previous results in the Lagrangian description, one can employ a simple relationship 

of qi = qe -f- q,t, where qi is the Lagrangian mean, qe the Eulerian mean and q,t the 

Stokes drift (e.g. Longuet-Higgins, 1969a). For a general dynamic link between the 

two descriptions, reference is made to Andrews and Mclntyre (1978). Weber (1990) 

also gave a comparison of the two approaches for the specific case of wave mass 

transport in a deep rotating ocean. 

2.2 Inviscid primary wave motion in the interior 

region and the Coriolis-induced wave stress 

For the first order wave motion, a frictionless model is a reasonable approximation for 

the interior region away from the viscous boundary layer. The linearized equations 

of motion in a Cartesian frame rotating with angular frequency of / / 2 are 

¥-/* = -Mr (2.1) 
dt J pdx v ' 
^ + /fi = 0 (2.2) 
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wave direction 

-^O2 A 

v 

z=-h (orz'=z+h=0) 

Figure 2.1: Eulerian coordinates for the wave problem in a rotating ocean of constant 
depth. In the solution for u, v, w, p and rj, the wave propagation direction 6 is 
assumed to be zero for simplicity initially, and afterwards this simplification relaxed 

subject to 

w = 0 

p = 0 

at z = —h 

at z = 0 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where the a;-axis is taken to be the direction of wave propagation, the j/-axis is parallel 

with wave crests, z is taken to be vertically upwards measured from the mean sea 

surface (Fig. 2.1), and the tilde sign signifies the variables related with wave motion. 

Seeking a plane wave solution to the above model, one finds that 

Aa<r cosh(AA + Az) 
u = 

9 
sinh \h 

cos(kx — at) 

AGO- cosh(A/s + Az) . . . , 
1 s i n h A / T - 8 1 1 1 ^ - ^ 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

i I 
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sinh(An 4-As) . . . 
w = aa . •—-sia(kx-at) (2.9) 

smh An 
cosh(An + Az) 

P = f</« CQsh Ah cos{kx - at) - pgz (2.10) 

rji = acos(kx-at) (2.H) 

in which k is the wavenumber, A = k/Jl — (//<r)2 and <r2 = </A tanh Aft. In Weber's 

(1990) paper, which gives a comparison of the Eulerian and the Lagrangian approaches 

for the wave drift problem in a rotating ocean, an Eulerian deep water wave solution 

is presented. The solution shown above is more general, in which the deep water 

solution is obtained in the limit when h —* oo. Substitution of realistic numbers for 

a and / will make <r2//2, which appears in the expression of A, of order 0(1Q-8). 

Therefore, in the following discussion, A will be approximated with k. 

The significance of the rotating frame to the wave solution is that it introduces a 

crest parallel wave orbital velocity component, v. This component is in phase with 

its vertical counterpart, w. A net wave-induced Reynolds stress then arises from 

averaging over a wave cycle, 

i sinh2k(h + z) 

4sinh2(rU) 
- p < vw >= -pa1 fa X,L;\ (2.12) 

where the angle bracket denotes time averaging over a wave period. For the hyperbolic 

functions in Eqs. (2.7) to (2.10), z is defined from z — 0 to z = — h instead of 

from z = fj to z = —h. This involves an assumption that the 'vave solutions can be 

analytically extended to the mean sea surface when 77 < 0, which is a usual assumption 

in linear wave theory (e.g., Phillips, 1977, Eqs. 3.1.10 — 11; Hasselmann, 1971, page 

192; Weber, 1993a, Eq. 20). Consequently, the derived stress of Eq. (2.12) is also 

defined from the mean sea level z = 0 to the sea bed z = — h. 

The boundary condition (2.5) implies a flat sea bottom. However, the solutions 

remain valid for slowly varying topography where the depth changes only slightly 

over a wavelength of the waves. Eq. (2.12) can therefore be applied to large scale 

motions, where the topography varies in scales of kilometers, and the depth h can be 

regarded as h(x,y). 
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An estimate of the size of this stress may be made by considering the deep water 

case. In deep water, the stress becomes 

p < vw > = p^^e2kz, (2.13) 
Li 

With / = 10""*3-1., p — 103% m - 3 , a = I s - 1 (about 6 second period), and a = y/2m 

(corresponding only to moderate waves) then the stress has a value of O.lPa at the 

surface. This is comparable in size to a typical wind stress. 

Since a surface wave decays vertically, as its name suggests, one can calculate an 

associated body force by taking a derivative of Eq. (2.12) with respect to the vertical 

coordinate z. The body force is then 

d< vw > a2fa cosh 2k(h + z) 

~P dz = " ^ 4sinh2(ifcft) 

= -fpqst (2.14) 

where 

8at = l/(2fc) (2.15) 

and is known as the Stokes depth (Fig. 1.1). The Stokes velocity, q3t, is given by 

, , cosh2&(ft + z) / „ , „ \ 
' » " " ' * 2 ^ » W

 ( 2 - 1 6 ) 

coah2k(h + z) 
- ^ ( 0 ) cosh2A:ft ( 2 J 7 ) 

where 

/„-> 2, cosh2£ft / „„„• . 

represents the surface value of the Stokes drift. 

In Eq. (2.17), the depth dependent Stokes drift has been expressed as its surface 

value times a depth distribution function. It will be shown that the flow driven by 

wave force can also be expressed in terms of qat{0), where q,t(0) can be a time series. 

In this case, the parenthetical zero might lead to a confusion with a constant value at 
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the initial time. For this reason, another notation for the surface value of the Stokes 

drift, 

St = qat(t',z = Q) (2.19) 

is introduced. In the following discussion, both qat{0) and St will be used as appro

priate. 

2.3 Viscous wave boundary layers 

In a non-rotating frame, Longuet-Higgins (1953, 1960) showed that the two thin 

wave boundary layers have fundamental effects on the wave mass transport in the 

interior region no matter how small the viscosity. The effects can be expressed as 

two boundary conditions just beneath a thin free surface boundary layer and just 

above a thin bottom boundary layer. (These wave boundary layers are of order of 

millimeter thick in practice, e.g., Russell and Osorio, 1958.) Written in an Eulerian 

sense, Longuet-Higgins' boundary conditions are 

u-rr = 2i>ifctanh2fc,W0) at z = 0 - 8W « 0 (2.20) 
oz 

q = ^qat{-h) at z = -h + 8w!»-h (2.21) 

where qat(—h) stands for the bottom Stokes drift. The boundary layer thickness 

8W = y 2i//er, where u is kinematic viscosity, and a is wave frequency. Equation (2.20) 

has been termed wave-induced virtual tangential stress (kinematic), and Eq. (2.21) 

represents bottom streaming. In the following, the virtual stress will be rederived 

before it is extended to the rotating frame. The bottom streaming condition will be 

shown as a part of solutions to the wave driven flow in Chapter 4 (cf. Eqs. 4.13 and 

4.21). 

2.3.1 Virtual wave stress on the free surface 

The free surface boundary condition has drawn considerable discussion (e.g., Phillips, 

1977; Longuet-Higgins, 1969b; Huang, 1970; Unluata and Mei, 1970; and Weber, 

I 
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1983a) because of its important role in the transfer of wave energy to the mean 

flow. However, while it seems sensible there should be a stress, the details of the 

mechanism are far from obvious. The complexity of the mathematical derivation 

given by Longuet-Higgins obscures the physics of the generating mechanism. Phillips 

(1977) offered an explanation from the point of view of wave energy dissipation into 

the surrounding water. The extension of this energy approach to the rotating system 

is presented in Appendix B to this chapter. Presented in this section is a succinct 

and rigorous derivation of Longuet-Higgins' virtual wave stress. It reveals that the 

virtual stress can be derived by considering the projections on the surface slope of 

two viscous normal stresses acting on the two axial planes respectively. 

Let 

n = z - a cos(kx - at) (2.22) 

then the free surface is described by 

n = 0. (2.23) 

The outward unit normal vector at a point O on the free surface (Fig. 2.2) is 

yn 
lvn| 

» [falsing 1 - -(ka)2 sin2<f>] (omit 0((ka)3)) (2.24) 
it 

where <f> denotes kx — at. The tangential direction s at the point 0 is 

s = [n2, -nx] 

= [1 - -{ka)2sin2</>, -kasintj)}. (2.25) 

The tangential stress, Pna, at the point 0 on the free surface is calculated as 

follows 

Jnj = fti*ij&j I = XfZ J — X , Z 

« Plx + kasm<i>[Pxx-Pzx}-2(ka)2 sin2 <j>Pxz ( 0({ka)3)), (2.26) 

n = [nx, 71J = 
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where Pij is a second order symmetric stress tensor (e.g., Batchelor, 1967). On the 

free surface P^ vanishes, thus from Eq. (2.26) 

PiX + ka sin <j>[Pxx-Pli:}-2{ka)2 sin2 <j>Pxz = 0. (2.27) 

The relationship between a viscous stress tensor and the gradients of velocity are 

P*x = - P + 2 ^ (2.28) 

>- - « < ! + ! > = ' - <2-29> 

P„ = - P + 2 ^ . (2.30) 

Assume that 

u = em + e2u2 + ... (2.31) 

w - ewl + e2w2 + ... (2.32) 

in which e is a small parameter. The first order u\, w\ correspond to high frequency 

periodic surface wave motion, with the second and higher orders representing much 

lower frequency motion. In the problem of wave driven flow, it is common to take 

the wave slope as the small parameter (e.g., Phillips, 1967, page 24), i.e., 

e = ka. (2.33) 

Pxx = - p + ( b ) 2 / i ^ 4 ( b ) 2 2 ^ + ... (2,34) 

dui t dw\\ t ,, _s2 dui 

Accordingly, 

Pxi = ( f c a ) ^ + ̂ j + M ^ ~ + ... 
= P„ (2.35) 

P„ = -p + (ka)2ix^ + (ka)2^ + ... (2.36) 

where ( w2/dx has been dropped from P2X because the horizontal scale over which 

the sect id order motion varies is much larger than the water depth in the ocean. 
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Substitution of Eqs. (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36) into Eq. (2.27) yields 

,, ^ (dui dwx 

+(ka)2 .dui dwA du2 2/iS1I^,_____ + „ _ + ... = 0. (2.37) 

For the above equation to hold, the coefficients of each power of (ka) must be equal 

to zero, giving 

/ si*t^ / " J I M . \ 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 
2 ^ s m ^ — 

(dui dwA 
fi{-dz- + -dx-j 
dwi\ du2 

= 0 

= 0 

Time averaging Eq. (2.39) yields 

fdu2\ . / . , (dux dwx 

while averaging Eq. (2.31) yields 

< u > = (ka)2 <u2> +0{{ka)3). 

The combination of Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41) then results in 

d< u > 

'ST 
., . , . . , • dux dwx -{ka) ( 2 / W ( — - — 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

where terms of 0{{ka)3) have been dropped. This equation re zeals the essence of 

the virtual tangential stress. It is the projection on the surface slope of two viscous 

normal stresses acting on the two axis planes respectively (Fig. 2.2). 

The next question concerns how to calculate the virtual tangential stress if only 

provided with the inviscid wave solution. This can be done as follows. First, note 

that 
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wave direction 

sin a = ka sin <i> 
cos a — 1 - |(fco)a sin'2 <j> 

= fcx - at 

- 2 M ^ f e a s i n 0 4- ̂ % i j f c a s l n 0 + / i ^ = 0 

(0 = a cos f/> 

£Ui = aa cos r/> 

- j r < r> < 0 

2fgil>0, ^If^l < 0 

kasiiKJ) <0 

\)<<p<rr 

2igil<0, ^ ^ ^ O 

kasitKJ) > 0 

Figure 2.2: (a) Normal and tangential directions on the free surface; (b) Projections 
on the slope of two viscous normal stresses 2^^-rcasinf3 and 2p^- acting on x— 
and z—planes respectively; (c) The projections are always opposite to the tangential 
direction, when averaged over a wave cycle they contribute a second order tangential 
stress, p. 'g"2S as is required by zero total tangential stress on the surface. In the 
figure, e = ka and they have been used interchangeably. 
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because of the incompres^'bility of the fluid. Second, define two components in Ux 

near the free surface. One is the inviscid solution, say «i ,•„„,•*> and the other is viscid 

solution, say ulvia. Although details about ulvia are not known, one thing about it is 

certain, ulvia — 0(k/f3)ux;nvia, ( P = 8'1 — Ja/{2v) is the thickness of the surface 

viscous boundary layer). This follows since on the free surface the shear stress due 

to the inviscid motion must be balanced by that due to the viscid motion. Because 

of the high frequency of the first order motion, the thickness of the viscous boundary 

layer is much smaller than the wave length, i.e., 

Jfe 
- < 1. (2.44) 

Thus one can calculate the virtual stress using only the inviscid solution 

dux dwx _ 0dux 
dx dz dx 

= 2?UU 

dx 

Substitution of Eq. (2.45) into Eq. (2.42) yields 

1 + 0 $ (2.45) 

d<U> ,..,,_ ,2/ • j.dUlinvia \ , -, n(lU \2k = -A/i{ka)2 (sm<f> ™ ) (omit 0{{ka)2%)). (2.46) 

The inviscid solution to the surface gravity wave motion in non-rotating shallow water 

is (e.g., Phillips, 1977) 

# cosh{kh + kz) 
Uinvi, = [ka) —— COS0 

a cosh kn 
= (ka)uUnvia. (2.47) 

Furthermore substituting 

p cosh(fcft + kz) ,n ln. 
UX invi, = V , , , ^ COS r> 2 .48 

a cosh kh 

into Eq, (2.46) results in 

d<u> 
TV = V-

dz 
= 2v{ka)2acoiWkh (2.49) 

z=0 
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where the dynamic stress has been converted to a kinematic one (for convenience in 

later use) and the dispersion relationship a1 = pA;tanh(fcft) has been used. Upon 

using Eq. (2.16), the above formula for the virtual wave stress is equivalent to Eq. 

(2.20). 

When the earth's rotation is taken into account, there will be a velocity component 

parallel to the wave crest as is shown in Section 2.2. Consequently the tensor P^ will 

become three dimensional (i = x,y,z, j = x,y,z). However if the wave profile, 

is unchanged along the direction of the crest as is assumed in Section 2.2, the unit 

normal direction of the free surface is 

n = [kasiiKJ), 0, I --{ka)2 sin2 <f>] (2.50) 
i* 

and the unit tangential direction is 

JT = [1 -i(jfca)asina^ 0, -fcasin^]. (2.51) 
z 

Since both ny and sy are zero, neither P{y nor Pyj can make contributions to the 

tangential stress on the surface, whose formula is 

Pns = niPijSj {i = x, y, z, j = x, y, z). (2.52) 

Thus Eq. (2.46) remains formally valid. Substituting Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (2.46) yields 

the same value for the virtual stress as is given by Eq. (2.49). 

It should be noted that the above derivation of the virtual stress does not demand 

any particular type of viscosity or its depth structure. The "viscosity", v, introduced 

into the derivation in the relations between the stress and the velocity gradient, Eqs. 

(2.28), (2.29) and (2.30) holds regardless of whether flow is laminar or turbulent. 

Thus the virtual stress should be applicable to both flows. The only difference will 

be in the value of the virtual stress. As Longuet-Higgins (1969b) states, "... if the 

laminar motion breaks down, as it probably will, the damping of the short waves may 

be greatly increased, leading to a corresponding increase in the virtual wave stress." 
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An estimate of the size of the virtual tangential stress can be made by using the 

fact that the amplitudes of sea waves are given by 

\a2 = S{a)da (2.53) 
Li 

in which S{a) is a wave energy spectrum. For the deep water case, coth kh in Eq. 

(2.49) tends to one, and substitution of Eq. (2.53) into Eq. (2.49), using the deep 

water dispersion relationship, results in 

Ay too 

fx = — / a5S{a)da. (2.54) 
9 Jo 

Therefore, the virtual stress is the fifth moment of the energy spectrum, and the 

estimate of the virtual stress is entirely determined by the choices of v and the form 

of the spectrum S{a). The following two references give examples for the estimation 

of virtual stress. 

Longuet-Higgins (1969b) chose v as the molecular viscosity and the spectrum as 

S{a) = 1.2 X 1 0 - y u - 5 {amin <a< amax) (2.55) 

where the upper limit frequency amax relates to the wind speed. He obtained 

fx = 4.8 x l0-2vamax (2.56) 

when amax > <rTO;n. Based on Ccx's (1958) wind tunnel data, he showed that the 

ratio of the virtual wave stress to the wind stress decreases from 13% to 3% for wind 

speed increases from 3.18ms_1 to 12.02ms-1. As pointed out by Longuet-Higgins, this 

result assumes laminar motion; when laminar motion breaks down, the proportion of 

the virtual wave stress should be higher. 

Madsen (1978) used the Pierson-Moskowitz (1964) spectrum and a wind velocity 

related eddy viscosity to estimate the size of the surface velocity induced by the 

virtual wave stress in deep water. The size of the surface flow driven by the virtual 

stress he found, is on the same order as that driven purely by the wind. 

I 
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2.3.2 Wave stress due to bottom friction 

Generation of bottom streaming (Longuet-Higgins, 1953) in a non-rotating frame 

was explained by Longuet-Higgins (1958). Due to the existence of bottom friction, 

the two wave orbital velocities, u and u), are slightly in phase, resulting in a net 

Reynolds stress, < uw >; this stress in turn drives the bottom streaming (also see 

Phillips 1977). Longuet-Higgins (1958) also showed that the magnitude of the bottom 

streaming is not dependent on the viscosity structure inside the wave bottom friction 

layer provided that the viscosity is constant in time. A more general approach in 

which the eddy viscosity varies both with time and distance from the bottom was 

proposed by Trowbridge and Madsen (1984a, b). 

The bottom streaming condition with rotation and viscous effects included has 

not been addressed previously, mostly because attention to the rotating case has been 

focused on infinitely deep water. In a rotating frame, there will be another bottom 

friction layer which is of order 0{8e), 8e = J2u/f. Since the wave bottom friction 

layer is much thinner than the Ekman layer due to a > / , the Ekman veering effect 

within this thin layer will be insignificant. In other words, it would be expected that 

the introduction of the Coriolis force would have little effect on the wave stress within 

the thin wave boundary. The following detailed analysis confirms this expectation. 

To examine the bottom wave stress in a rotating coordinate frame, one needs a 

solution for the primary wave motion of the real fluid near the bottom. To simplily i,he 

problem, Longuet-Higgins' (1953) approach will be followed and a constant viscosity 

will be assumed. However, if both the Coriolis force and the vertical frictional force 

are retained in the momentum equations, the problem is still formidable. From the 

inviscid solution, it is known that the wave crest parallel velocity component, t>, is 

proportional to f/a. Hence the Coriolis term in the i-momentum equation can be 

dropped since it is of negligible order 0{f2/a2). These simplifications allow use of 
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the following equations first 

du — _ 1 2 6 J. ,>da» 
9t ~ 'pdx'r''dz* 

9« T » p 9 j T " a ^ 
9u j dw _ n 

(2.57) 

and then separately consider the solution for the t> component, 

dv „_ d2v 

di + fU=:Ud?- (2.58) 

The solution of Eq. (2.57), under the non-slip bottom condition and the matching 

condition with the inviscid solution in the interior region, is straightforward (Phillips 

1977), yielding 

coshfcz' p~®z' 
u = aa— sinh kh 

cos{kx — at) — aa . , , , cos(fca: — at + 8z') 
smhkh 

(2.59) 

sinhfcz' . . . . 
w = aa . , , , sin(«a: — at) 

+ 

sinh A:/i 
aa (k\ 1 

T\p) sinh 
— [e-P*' cos{kx -at + 0z') + e_|8*' sin(fca; - at + fiz') 

- cos(fcas - at) - sin(fca; - at)]. (2.60) 

The solution for v in Eq. (2.58) is obtained as 

f\ coshfcz . . . , 
v = l — aa— , , , sinffci — at) 

, a I sinh kh 

f\ aa e-p>' 
a I sinh kh sin(fcx - at -f fiz') — -fiz' cos{kx — at + fiz') 

+ -Pz'sm{kx-at + (3z') (2.61) 

where the notation 

z' = z + A 

' - * / * 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 
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has been used and the terms of order 0{k2/fi2) neglected. From Eqs. (2.59) to (2.61), 

the wave Reynolds stresses (the kinematic ones) in the x— and y— directions are 

< uw > = (j) -^^[2/3z'e-^Sinfiz' + 2e-^coSfiz'-l-e-i^]{2M) 

\<T/ 4 sinh kh 

- I 7 - ^ T I T T e"^'sinhifc^ ,[2cos /3z'-r/?z'sin^z'4.^'cos/Jz ,] 
a J 4 sinh kh 

{a<T)*-\2e-e>'< 
kh L 

+/3z'e-f}z'sinpz']. (2.65) 

+ (L) (*) _ i ^ _ [2fl-^ cos/3z' - 1 - e"2^' 
W W 4sinh2ifcft 1 p 

The ratio of k to /? can be expressed as 

| = ^ C T 3 / 2 c o t h ^ { 2 ( } 6 ) 

P 9 

where the dispersion relationship a2 = gk tanh kh for the surface wave has been used. 

Typically a is of order 1 s - 1 and the water depth h is not so shallow that coth kh is 

much larger than 1. The ratio of k//3 then depends mainly on the choice of viscosity 

v. Typical values of v for water ranges from 10 - 6m2s_ 1 for molecular viscosity, to 

10 - 2m2s-1 for turbulent viscosity. Accordingly, k/0 = 0(1O-4) ~ O(10-2). Thus the 

ratio is a small number even for the turbulent conditions. 

Equation (2.64) is the same as that given by Phillips (1977). What is added by 

the earth's rotation to the wave stress near the bottom is a stress perpendicular to 

the wave propagating direction, < vw >, as is described by Eq. (2.65). However, 

within the bottom wave boundary layer, since 

ainhkz'* hz1 = ^.pz\ (2.67) 

all three terms on RHS of Eq. (2.65) are of order 

(2.68) °m-
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This means that < vw > can be entirely neglected compared with < uw >. Therefore, 

the earth's rotation does little to change the near-bottom stress distribution compared 

to that in a non-rotating system (Longuet-Higgins 1953,1958; Phillips 1977). Outside 

the wave boundary layer, when the term of 0 (£j|] is neglected, Eq. (2.65) becomes 

< vw >= - , . f j , , sinh 2kz' (2.69) 
<x4sinh2fcft 

which is the same as the interior stress given by Eq. (2.12), as should be the case. 

2.4 Summary 

From the above discussion, a picture of the vertical distribution of wavy forcing can 

be gained. On the free surface, there is a wave-induced virtual tangential stress in 

the direction of wave propagation. In the interior region, there is a Coriolis-induced 

wave stress, whose distribution is concentrated mainly within a Stokes depth and 

is directed x/2 to the right (left) of the wave propagation direction in the northern 

(southern) hemisphere. At the bottom there is a wave stress in the same direction as 

the wave propagation, arising from the phase shift of orbital velocities in the bottom 

wave boundary layer. 

In the course of validating Longuet-Higgins' virtual tangential stress in the rotat

ing system, a succinct and rigorous rederivation of the stress was found. The virtual 

tangential stress is composed of the projections on the surface slope of the two viscous 

normal stresses acting on x— and z— planes respectively. 

A complex wave-induced body force can now be written as 

- — [< uw > -fi < vw >] = -qat{0) 
V>(z) . ,cosh2k{h + z) 

• + »/• 
cosh2fcn cosh2fcft 

where Eqs. (2.64) and (2.69) have been used, i = \/—l, and function ip{z) is 

(2.70) 

V-(z) = ^ A ( 2 / 9 z ' e - ^ ' s i n / 3 z ' 4 - 2 e - ' 3 l ' c o s / 8 z ' - l - e - 2 ^ ' ) (2.71) 

I" 
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which describes the vertical distribution of the part of wave stress introduced by 

bottom friction, and is responsible for the bottom streaming of Eq. (2.21) as will bo 

shown in Chapter 4 (cf. Eqs. 4.13 and 4.21), 

In the above, it has been assumed for simplicity that the wave propagation direc

tion coincides with positive ,r—direction, and q„i has been described by Eq. (2. Hi). 

If the wave direction is at an arbitrary angle 0 with respect to the .r—axis (Fig. 2.1), 

then a directional factor ell> should be introduced to the Stokes drift expression (see 

Appendix A to this chapter), i.e., 

= „,»<»•• at* + -->,,<, (2.7,, 

2sinh (/.'/>) 

and 

r/s,(0) = aa'k , l 2 . . . y ' ° , &.T.\) 
2sinh (kh) 

in which k is now the wave number in the direction of 0. The virtual wave stress 

(kinematic) still keeps the same form as Eq. (2.20) 

f = 2»/Hanh(2M)<7,((0) (2.74) 

since the direction factor e'" is now absorbed by q„t{{)). 

2.5 Appendix A: Case of wave propagation at ar

bi trary angles relative to the x-axis 

For simplicity, all the derivations presented above assume that the plane wave prop

agating direction is coincident with the x-axis. With a little more algebra, this re

striction can be relaxed. Eqs. (2.1) to (2.6) should first be generalized to allow for 

the pressure gradient term in the y-direction, 
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dv dp 

dw 

~m+g - " 
du dv dw 
aa; ot/ az 

dw 

(2.76) 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

with the same boundary conditions as Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). Then, seeking the plane 

wave solution of the form of ~ e'{kxx+kvy-ct) ^gj-g ^ ^ d fcy a r e ^ waVe number 

vector components in the x- and the y-directions respectively, one finds that 

cosh(AA + Az) 
u = aa- sinh(A/i) 

/ 

• [cos 9 cos{kxx 4- kyy — at) 

sinflsin^a: + kyy — at) 

cosh(A/i4- Az) r . . ,. . ,. 
aa . . , . . , [sin 0 c o s ^ x 4- kyy — at) sinh(AA) 

/ 4— cos 9 sin(A:ri + kyy — at) 
a 

sinh(A/i + Az) . ,. . jN w = aa . . , . ,,—-sm{kxx + kyy — at) 
sinh(Aft) 

cosh(AA-f-Az) 
p = pga —- cos(«ra: + kyy — at) — pgz 

V 

cosh(A/i) 
a cos(A;xa; + kyy — at) 

(2.79) 

(2.80) 

(2.81) 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

where 

A = 
k2-rk2y 

« Jk2 + k2 = k 
a2 = ^Atanh(AA) 

9 = cos-1 Kx 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 
y/V + W 

9 is the wave propagation direction with respect to x-axis and k is the wave number 

in the direction of 9. 

Now, the two horizontal orbital velocity components both have parts in phase 

with the vertical orbital velocity component. If averaged over the wave period, then 
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the product of the in-phase components will have non-zero value: 

2 sinh2k{h-\-z) 
<uw> = -a2fa t , 2 , , , , sing (2.87) 

4sinh2(fcft) v 

2 , sinh2A:(/t + z) „ ,rt _ . 
<vu>> = a / g , . , 2 , . , , cosfl, (2.88) 

4sinh (fc/t) 

Written on a complex plane, they can be merged as 

• . r i sinh2fc(/i -f z) ,fl .„ „,,. 
< uto > +t < vw > = t/a2<r i , , ; , , ' V g . 2.89) 

4 sinh (fcn) 
The associated body force is 

d , „ „ . « - x . , •> . cosh2fc(A-fz) .„ 
-«uw >+i<vw» = . / . " a f c - — ^ -

= tffc* (2,90) 

where g^ is the Stokes drift 

, , cosh2A;(/i -f z) ,„ ,„ „, , 

'« " °°" 2,J{kk) '• (2'9,) 

2.6 Appendix B: Wave energy dissipation and vir

tual tangential stress in the rotating system 

This appendix extends Phillips' wave energy dissipation approach to examine Longuet-

Higgins virtual tangential stress in the rotating system. Since the viscous effects near 

the boundary are of particularly concern here, vertical shear (kinematic) stresses, 

drxz/dz and dryz/dz are introduced into the x- and y-momentum equation as 

du ., drj drxz ,„ M. 

Integrating the above 

d< ur) > 
dt 

d< vij > 
dt 

dt 
dv 
dt 

equation 

- < uw > 

- < vw > 

where the following have been i 

-jv 

+ fu 

from ; 

- / < 

+/< 
used: 

= 

z = 

vrj 

ufj 

~ydx-
df) 

0 toz = 

> = -

> = 

T dz 
,dryz 

r dz " 

= fj and then 

- < Txz > 

~<Tyz> 

averaging 

at z = 

at z — 

; result 

0 

0 

(2.93) 

s in 

(2.94) 

(2.95) 
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n du , , du 
<hTtdz> " <rim> 

z=Q 

d<ur) > ,dfj 
—dT—<uTt> z = 0 

d< ufj > 

Similarly, 

dt 

f*> dv , d<vfj> 

- <uw> z = 0. (2.96) 

< / -ZIdz> w 57 < " « » > , « = 0. (2.97) 
JO a t at 

< / fvdz > m f <vrj> a tz = 0 (2.98) 
Jo 

< / fudz > at f <ufj> at z = 0. (2.99) 
JO 

• There is no horizontal variation1 in wave amplitude so that < \gdr)2jd x > = 0 

and < \gdr)2/d y > = 0 

• TXZ = 0 at the real surface (z = r)). 

From Eqs. (2.79) to (2.83), one can verify that 

f <ufj>- <wv> = 0 z = 0 (2.100) 

/ < wj > + < i&u > = 0 z = 0. (2.101) 

Thus Eqs. (2.94) and (2.95) are reduced to 

^f^ = - < T l , > z = 0 (2.102) 

^ § > = -<r„> z = 0. (2.103) 

'This assumption is made to simplify the discussion. The classical wave radiation stress (Longuet-
Higgins and Steward, 1964) will take care of the term < l/2gdij2/dx > and < l/2gdrj:i/dy >, if 
there is horizontal gradient in the wave amplitude. 
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From Eqs. (2.79) to (2.83), one can calculate the total wave energy per unit area 

below the plane z = 0, denoted as E, to be 

E = {2k)~lpa2a2 coth kh (2.104) 

where the high order terms of 0{f2/a2) have been neglected. From Eqs. (2.79) to 

(2.83), one can also verify that 

<w?>|*=o = —EcosO (2.105) 
pa 
k 

<vfj>\z=Q = — Esin9 (2.106) 
pa 

whereby 

d<ur)>, k dE 
dt pa dt 

cos0 (2.107) 

d<vrj>{ k dE . 
ST *=o = 37 s l n 0 . (2.108) 
dt pa dt 

For the plane wave in question the energy dissipation rate per unit area is given 
by 

dE r° 
— = -2pJ ^ejidz (2.109) 

(e.g., Phillips, 1967, eqs. (2.3.4) and (3.4.13)) where ey is a symmetric tensor 

- - !(£+£) ( 2 u o > 
where the correspondence of u; to u, v or w and x,- to x, y or z when i = 1,2,3 is 

conventional. Substituting Eq. (2.79) to Eq. (2.81) into the above expression yields 
dE 
-5- = -2/iaVfccothifc/i. (2.111) 
dt 

Thus, combination of Eqs. (2.102), (2.103), (2.107), (2.108), and (2.111) results in 

d<urj> k dE 
<T»> = dt-^-^Tt™0 

= 2pak2a2 cos 6 coth kh = ft, z = 0 (2.112) 
q< vrj > _ k dE 

dt pa dt 
= 2p.ak2a2sm9cothkh = fy, z = 0 (2.113) 

< Tyz > = — = —am° 

I 
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where notations ?„ and fv signify that these mean stresses are related to waves, A 

second order motion then is set up on z = 0 to balance these shear stresses, i.e., 

9«c u > 
1/ •• - - • = 2z/crfcV cos 0 coth fc/i z = 0 (2.114) 

az 

i / a V - = 2wibV sin fl coth AA z = 0 (2.115) 
dz 

or written in the complex plane as 

f = TXZ + iryz = 2vak2a2eis coth kh (2.116) 

« 2j/Jfetanh(2M)?,<(0) at z = 0. (2.117) 
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Chapter 3 

Governing Equations With Mean 

Wave Forcing 

3.1 Introduction 

The mean effects of short surface gravity waves on the flow have been accounted for 

in the equations of motion either in a depth averaged 2D sense or in a 3D sense. 

The depth averaged approach appears in textbooks (e.g., Phillips 1977; LeBlond and 

Mysak 1978), and the depth dependent approach can be found in research papers 

(e.g., Hasselmann 1971, Svendsen 1989). However, in these treatments the Coriolis 

induced wave stresses are not included. This chapter therefore will first derive a 

set of equations in three dimensions which includes wave forces. A linearized set, of 

equations with assumed horizontal homogeneity in wave forcing is then introduced to 

obtain a simple Eulerian model which includes Coriolis-induced wave forcing and the 

virtual wave stress in addition to the traditional wind stress. Finally, a relationship 

between the responses of an Eulerian water column to the step function (in time) 

forcing and to arbitrary forcing is presented. 

32 
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3.2 General Eulerian governing equations account

ing for forcing by short surface gravity waves 

In an x-y-z Cartesian frame rotating with angular frequency f/2, the general equations 

governing geophysical flow are (e.g., Pedlosky 1979, Section 1.4 and 1.6; Csanady, 

1982, Section 1.2) 

9u , d(uu) , d(tt») i a(um) _ r _ _ 1 9£ 
dt •" dx ' dy •" dz JV — pdx 

dv , 3(uv) , 9 M , d(w) , f _ _ \dz 
9 l T 3 i T 5(1 T

 3 J T J U " pdy 
dw i 9(tmj) i 3(vw) I 9(uw) • _ L § £ 
at "r 3a; ' 9y "^ 3z "*" 9 ~ pdz 

9 i "r Sj T & " u 

(3.1) 

where tie molecular viscosity has been neglected. In a highly turbulent environment, 

like the ocean, the Reynolds' stresses will dominate over the molecular viscosity as 

a dissipative mechanism. When short surface gravity waves are present, velocity can 

be partitioned into three parts, 

Ui =< Ui > +ui + u\ (3.2) 

where the correspondence of m to u, v or w when i = 1,2,3 is conventional. The diag

onal bracket indicates a slowly varying component, the tilde sign a wave component, 

and the prime a turbulent component. The diagonal bracket also represents time-

averaging over a duration much longer than both wave group and turbulent time 

scales, but still significantly shorter than time scales associated with slow motions 

such as tides and wind-driven circulations. Such an averaging period is assumed to 

average out both the waves and the turbulent components, i.e., 

< Ui >=< u\ >= 0. (3.3) 

The three components are assumed to be uncorrelated (e.g. Longuet-Higgins and 

Stewart 1960, 1961; DeVriend and Stive 1987; Svendsen 1989), so that 

< UiUj >=< Ui >< UJ> + < iiiUj > + < u'^ > . (3.4) 
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This concept of velocity decomposition and time averaging may be justified by the 

presence of frequency gaps between the short surface gravity waves and long time 

scale motions as shown in Fig. (3.1), cited from LeBlond and Mysak (1978). 

For long time scale motions, surface waves and turbulence are merely fluctuations 

and of major interest are their time averaged effects. Turbulence brings fluctuations 

to the velocities, while surface waves bring fluctuations not only to velocities but 

also to the free surface. Therefore if one simply applies time averaging to the Eqs, 

(3.1) (in the way the Reynolds stresses are generally obtained) then no information 

about the free surface will be picked up. If one integrates Eq. (3.1) from the sea 

bottom to the free surface in order to pick up information from the surface, and then 

applies time averaging on the depth-integrated equations (in the way the radiation 

stresses are derived, Longuet-Higgins and Stewart,1960; Longuet-Higgins,1964), then 

the vertical structure of the currents will be lost. 

To resolve this dilemma, the water column needs to be divided into two layers: a 

thin top wave boundary layer over a main interior layer. In the interior layer, time-

averaging can be directly applied to Eq. (3.1) since there are no surface fluctuations 

to contend with. For the top wave layer, vertical integration of Eqs. (3.1) from 

the bottom of the layer (or the top of the interior layer) to the free surface will be 

first carried out, followed by time averaging the integrated equations to derive the 

boundary condition for the main layer by matching the fluxes of mass and momentum 

across the interface between the two layers. 
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Figure 3.1: This figure, (from LeBlond and Mysak 1978), indicates there may be 
frequency gaps between the sea waves (swells and wind waves) and long time scale 
motions (tides and wind-driven flows etc.). 
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3.2.1 Governing equations for water motion in the interior 

region 

In the fluid interior, beneath the surface boundary layer, direct application of the 

time-averaging of Eq. (3.1) yields 

£><u> 
Dt •f<v>+hS& = p dx KO*2^) +£0* 

3 < u u > 
dx 

a<u>\ , a /,.a<u>\ ^ 

B<iv> 0<I ' I IU> 
By dz 

B^ + f < u > + l § ^ . = 
P dy 

ld<p> _ 
p dz 

( ^ ) +£(**ss?) +&{»*&) JL 
3x 

d<vu> 
dx 

_ / , 9<u>u> 
9 dx 

9<Pt>> 

5<iufl> 
9y 

a<uw> 
Oz 

0<th'2> 
dz 

(3.5) 

3 < u > | d<v> | d<w> _ n 
9x <" 3j/ T

 3J ~ " • 

A turbulence closure scheme (e.g., Pedlosky, 1979) has been used whereby the hori

zontal eddy viscosity uh and the vertical eddy viscosity u link the turbulent stresses 

< u'iu'j > to gradients in the mean flow. 

Comparison with the usual shallow water equations (e.g, Pedlosky, eqs. 4.5.6) 

shows that the waves bring in extra perturbation stresses, 

< uu > < ui) > < uw > 

< vu > < vv > < vw > 

< wu> <wv> < ww > 

In previous work on shelf circulation, the wave stresses are not considered. In the 

previous work on the surf zone dynamics, these wave stresses are partially included 

with < uw > and < vw > being ignored because they are understood to be zero 

(e.g. Svendsen 1989). However, the proceeding chapter has shown that when the 

earth's rotation is taken into account the wave orbital velocity components v and w 

are no longer in quadrature. Nor are u and w in quadrature if the wave direction 

is not coincident with the x-axis. As can be seen from Eqs. (3.5), it is the spatial 
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gradients of the wave stress that drive the flow. Therefore, stresses < uu >, < uv > 

and < vv > only play a role where there is a significant horizontal gradient in the 

wave field. That is why most of the previous research on wave driven flow has been 

confined to the surf zone where the wave breaking process results in large horizontal 

gradients in wave energy and momentum fluxes. In contrast, the spatial derivatives of 

< uw > and < vw > are principally vertical. As their name suggests, surface waves 

always have vertical variations, with wave activity being maximum on the surface 

and decaying downwards. This implies that the stresses < uw > and < vw > may 

be significant wherever there are surface waves. 

3.2.2 The surface wave boundary layer defined from mean 

sea level to the free surface 

Integrating the second equation of Eqs. (3.1), from mean sea level, z = < n >, to the 

free surface, z = n = < n > +fj (where < rj > is the mean sea level and rj is the sea 

surface perturbation due to the short surface waves) and then time-averaging give 

/ fi \dv duv (9uu , 1 , \ 

where it is assumed (as in linear or weakly non-linear wave theory) that the field 

can be extended analytically when n is less than < n > (e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1964; 

Hasselmann, 1971) . 

Neglecting the third order terms for the LHS of Eq. (3.6) leads to 

It" f dv duv dw . 1 , \ 

(L(a?+&-+W+/T7 
o< vrj > 

dt 
<vw> \z=v + f<ufj> (3.7) 

where, for the first integration, Eq. (2.97) has been used, and the last integration has 

been approximated by / < ui) >. Using the third Eq. (3.1), one can write the first 
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term on the RHS of Eq. (3.6) as 

If the double integral term is neglected since it amounts only to a third order correc

tion, then the pressure gradient term in Eq. (3.6) becomes 

The second term on the RHS of Eq. (3.6) needs careful examination. First, 

because of Eq. (3.4), 

<VW>\<T,> ~ [<v><w> + <vw> + <v'w'>]n
<v>. (3.10) 

The difference between the value of < v >< w > at the top and the bottom of the 

wave slab is almost zero because the slow motion components change little within the 

wave slab. Recognizing that — < v'w' > is the kinematic Reynolds stress ryz, which 

should be equal to the wind stress at the free surface, r„, one can express the above 

relation as 

<vw>\n
<ri> = <wv>\lv>+<v'w'>\ln> 

= <™>\ln>-Tv+rv'L<*>- < : U i ) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.7), (3.9) and (3.11) into Eq. (3.6) gives the time averaged 

momentum balance for the whole wave slab 

d<vr) >\ gd< rj2 > T»*U = T, 
<"> V S dt J 2 dx 

-<vw> |J=<„> + / < ufj > . (3.12) 

With Eqs. (2.100) and (2.112), the above expression can be reduced to 

i / , ~ \ gd<fj2> . „, 
*V4=<„> = fo + Ty) ~ 2 dy • (3-13) 

Similarly, 

T„ = (T, + f , ) - | 2 ^ ^ . ( *»=<! ,> . (3.14) 

I 
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As the shear stress condition at the mean sea level has been derived, the pressure 

condition needs to bo derived as well. Integrating the third equation of Eqs. (3.1) 

from z —< ?/ > to r/, time averaging, and neglecting third order corrections, results 

in 

< p > = -p < w2 > at z =< r) >. (3.15) 

In obtaining the above equation, the atmospheric pressure has been set to zero, and 

the integration of the first term on LHS of the third equation of Eqs. (3.1) has been 

approximated as follows, 

/ yi dw , \ /„dw\ 

o< fjw > I dfj 
' w dl \ dtt 

= -<w2>, (3.16) 

where the quadrature relation between iv and ?) has been used. 

Integrating the fourth equation of Eqs. (3.1) from z —< TJ > to z — 77, one obtains 

the mass flux condition at z = < ?/ > 

d<ri > , d< n > d<r>> 
<w> = ~W-+ <"> - a? - + <"> ST 

+ 9<| )> + a < ^ ( 3 [ 7 ) 

The results of this section show that the presence of the surface wave boundary layer 

modifies the shear stress, pressure, and mass flux at mean sea level. 

3.3 The linearized system with horizontally homo

geneous wave forcing 

The derivation of Eqs. (3.5), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.17) is useful in its own right 

because all the wave forces are completely included. Of course, the introduction of 

I 
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wave forces greatly complicates the dynamics of the mean flow. It not only adds new 

source terms in the governing equations, but also changes the boundary conditions, 

especially at the surface. The objective of this thesis is not to provide a general 

solution to the whole set of equations. Instead, it aims to derive and study a simple 

linear Eulerian model for shelf dynamics which includes the wave force whose existence 

does not rely on horizontal gradients in wave energy. 

Assumptions are needed to derive this simple model. The two main simplifica

tions are the use of linearized equations of motion and horizontal homogeneity in 

the wave forcing. The linearization assumption greatly reduces the complexity of the 

equations, but still retains the first order dynamic features due to the the fact that 

the Rossby number in large scale motion (~100 km or larger) is often < I. The 

assumption of horizontal homogeneity of wave forcing is not essential, but helps to 

isolate the influence of Coriolis-induced Wave stress. Because of the linear superimpo-

sition principle, the effects due to wave horizontal inhomogeneity like mean sea level 

setup and set-down (Bowen and Inman, 1968) can be added to the results obtained in 

this thesis if desired. Further simplifications are homogeneous density and constant 

eddy viscosity (consistent with the way that the wave force is derived in the proceed

ing chapter), and neglecting horizontal friction. The constant density assumption 

will exclude baroclinic motions. While it would be interesting to address the effects 

of surface waves on the motion of stratified water, as a first attempt to introduce 

the mean wave forcing into shelf circulation dynamics, this thesis is focused on the 

barotropic motions. 

With the above assumptions, Eqs. (3.5) can be simplified as 

d<u> dr\ d2<u> d<uw> ,„ 10, 
_ _ _ / < u > = _ , _ i + „ _ _ _ _ (j,8) 

d< v > dri d2<v> d< vw > ln . . . 
_ _ + / < „ > = _ , - ! + „ _ _ _ _ (3.19) 

dx oy dz 
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and the surface conditions of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.13) are reduced to 

y%7^ = Tx + fx z=z° (3,21) 

v <V> = Tv + fj, z = 0. (3.22) 

The wave stress due to the bottom friction derived in the preceding chapter (cf., Eq. 

2.64) resolves the very thin (O(mro) thick, Russell and Osorio 1958) wave boundary 

layer. Thus a consistent choice of the bottom condition for the mean flow should be 

of the non-slip type 

< u > = 0 at z = -A (3.23) 

< v > = 0 at z = -h. (3.24) 

The combination of the non-slip bottom condition and the constant eddy viscosity 

is rather crude assumption. Generally, the eddy viscosity decreases towards the real 

sea bed. As a first order approximation, however, this crude assumption is used here, 

the important point being Longuet Higgins' (1958) argument that the magnitude of 

the bottom streaming is not dependent on the viscosity structure inside the wave 

bottom friction layer. 

Introducing a complex velocity q =< u > +i < v >, a complex transport Q = 

f-h qdz, and the gradient operator V = d/dx + id/dy, V* = d/dx —id/dy, the above 

linearized equations can be written in a more concise and convenient form 

dq . , d2q 
j{ + if<i = - s v i + ^ - ^ o ) 

w{z) , .,cosh2k{h + z) 
+ »/• 

cosh2&/i cosh2/s/i 
(3.25) 

| f + £{V*Q} = 0- (3.2T) 

Here the wave force expression of Eq. (2.70) has been used, the continuity equation 

has been written in an integral form, and 3? means the real part of a complex variable. 

On the complex plane, the surface and bottom conditions take the form 

„_2 = T + f z = 0 (3.27) 

q = 0 z = -h (3.28) 

• 
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where r = rx 4- iry is the complex wind stress and f = fx -f tfy is the complex virtual 

wave stress. 

Compared with the usual linearized shelf dynamic equations, the above linearized 

system (Eqs. 3.18 to 3.24, or Eqs. 3.25 to 3.28) differs due the addition of wave 

forcing, which manifests itself both as a body force in the momentum equation and 

as a surface force at the sea surface boundary. The momentum equations can then be 

regarded as being driven by three forces: wind stress, wave forces, and the pressure 

gradient. Unlike the wind stress and the wave forces which are imposed externally, the 

pressure gradient is not a real external force, since the sea surface elevation is, in part, 

the global response of the system to an external force. However when analyzing the 

momentum equations, or looking at the water motion column-wise (vertical Eulerian 

column), it is beneficial to treat it as a local external force. Chapter 4 will study the 

response of a local water column to the wave forcing. 

3.4 Relationship between the responses of the lin

earized system to step and arbitrary forcing 

In studying the response of a local water column (in an Eulerian sense) to arbitrary 

local external forces, it is beneficial to analyze the response of the system to step 

functions (in time) of the external forces. The system response to an arbitrary force 

can then be ascertained by means of a time convolution. For example, the response of 

the system to an arbitrary wind force can be determined by the following procedures. 

• First, seek the fluid response to a Heaviside step function of unit wind force, 

which is denoted as Ir and defined as 

f 1 t > 0 
IT{t) = { ~ (3.29 

A property of the Heaviside step function is 

d-k = 8{t) (3.30) 
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in which 8{t) is the Dirac delta function. Denote qi as the wind driven flow, 

whose response to the step function is described by 

vSu\ — i 
3z|*=° T } . (3.31) 

<ti\z~-h = ° 
WltaO = 0 

Using notation Lx to denote the above linear system, the relationship between 

input and output can be written as 

Lx[IT] = <?„(*, z;JT), (3.32) 

where qd(t, z; IT) indicates explicitly that this flow is driven by a unit step wind 

force. Using property of Eq. (3.30), it follows that 

Li[g{t)] = »U(MJ^ S W M . J T ) (333) 

(the dot denotes the time derivative). Thus qd is the so-called Green's function, 

and could be obtained in a more direct way. The treatment of presenting the 

Green's function as a second step after the solution of qd, which follows Welander 

(1957), may be of more physical appeal since qd has a more direct physical 

interpretation than qd. 

• Second, seek the response to the arbitrary forcing r{t). Since 

r(i) = fT{t')8{t-t')dt' (3.34) 
Jo 

then 

LiMt)] = fr{t')Lx[8{t-t')]dt' 
Jo 

= T{t)*qd{t,z;Ir). (3.35) 

The same procedure can be applied to the wave-driven flow. Defining qw as the 

response to the wave force, the response to unit step surface Stokes drift, denoted by 
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Ist, is governed by 

9a* 4. i fa - i/—<* = -I t \ *W + i /•""•h2fc(ft+*)l 

" ^ L = 0 = ^ 2" f c tanh(2fcri) 

9«<Lo = ° 

> . (3.36) 

Using Z/2 to denote the above linear system, then the input and output relations can 

be expressed simply as 

L2[Iat] = qw(t;ht). (3.37) 

When the Stokes drift is varying with time, then the response of L2 is 

L2[$(t)] = 3(t) *9«(t, *;/.«) (3-38) 

where n tation St{t) stands for the time varying surface value of the Stokes drift (cf. 

page 14 for this notation). 

Similarly, denote qa as the response to the slope force. The response to the unit 

step slope force, denoted 1^ , obeys 

d-§t + ifqa-^ = -gl v» 

<" lz=0 

<fc>lt=o = ° 

(3.39) 

or can be expressed by 

M^vx] = *»(*>*; A*>) (3.40) 

where L3 is short for the pressure gradient driven linear system. Then the response 

to the arbitrary slope force is 

HWit)] = "7r}{t)*qa{t,z;I^). (3.41) 

I 
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Equations (3.35), (3.38) and (3.41) all have the form of 

F * R (3.42) 

where F signifies the force and R the step function response. An alternative form 

will also be useful in later discussions. Using partial integration 

F*R =s / F{t') 
Jo dt 

dt' 

= F{0)R{t) + J*R{t-t')^yp-dt' (3.43) 

where R{Q) = 0 has been used, as demanded by the initial conditions (cf., the fourth 

equations of Eqs. 3.31, 3.36, and 3.39). The case of a suddenly imposed force has 

been explicitly taken care of by the first term on the RHS. The above two terms may 

be further merged as a single term by using the relationship between the S—function 

and Heaviside function, as is shown below. Since 

F{Q)R{t) + joR{t-t')^J-dt' 

= fR{t-t') 
Jo 

F{t')8{t') + ^f- dt' 

_ />,-,0™'>W (3-44) 

where H(t) denotes the Heaviside step function, then Eq. (3.42) becomes 

F(t)t^ _ mmm,m „ 4 5 ) 
in which H{t) is there in case F{t) is suddenly setup at the start. Thus Eqs. (3.35), 

(3.38) and (3.41) can be also written as 

Lx[r{t)] = d[T{t)
df

{t)hqd{t,z;IT), (3.46) 

H m = ^ ( W l , ^ , ; / , , ) , (3.47) 

I.lv*t)] = ^f^^a^z^). (3.48) 
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3.5 Summary 
Equations (3.5), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.17) form a general set of governing equa

tions for shallow water motion which includes wave forces in a 3D sense. Equations 

(3.25), (3.26), (3.27), (3.28) represent the linearized system, which includes, in ad

dition to the wind stress, the Coriolis induced and frictional wave boundary layer 

induced wave stress. The linear system is then decomposed into three linear subsys

tems, Lx, Li, L3, driven by winds, waves, and pressure gradients, respectively. The 

response of each sub-system to the Heaviside step function is important in the sense 

that the response to an arbitrary force can then be determined by means of a time 

convolution, as is shown by Eq. (3.42) (to which Eq. (3.45) is a useful alternative 

form). 
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Chapter 4 

Wind- and Wave-driven Flow in 

Water of Arbitrary Depth 

4.1 Introduction 

As has been noted in Chapter 3, when the pressure gradient is regarded as a local force, 

the momentum equation can be dealt with separately from the continuity equation 

and water motion can be viewed column-wise. The response of the water column 

(in an Eulerian sense) to wind forcing and pressure gradients is familiar as Ekman 

dynamics. This chapter explores the response to wave forcing in arbitrary water 

depth. Specifically, Eqs. (3.25), (3.27) and (3.28) will be solved. Solutions for the 

other two responses will also be presented, but discussions will focus on the response 

to wave forcing. 

4.2 Steady flows 

By dropping the time derivative term in Eqs. (3.25), the steady response of a water 

column to constant winds, waves and pressure gradients is described by 

d2q ^(*) 
cosh 2kh + if 

cosh2fc(/i + z) 

cosh 2kh 
(4.1) 

47 
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dq 
udl = T + f s = 0 ('t,2) 

9 = 0 z = -h. (4.3) 

The solution to these equations can be expressed as the sura of a classical wind driven 

surface Ekman flow, qda, the wave driven flow, qwa, and the pressure gradient induced 

bottom Ekman flow, qaa, (which includes the interior geostrophic flow, but varies with 

the vertical coordinate mainly near the bottom) 

q = qda + q^a + q» (4.4) 

(where the letters d, w, and s in the first subscript positions stand for (wind) drift, 

wave-driven, and slope-driven, and the letters of s's in the second subscript positions 

stand for the steady flow). The expressions for qd, and qaa are given by 

qda = -^-SE(z) (4.5) 

qaa = i ^ B E ( z ) (4.6) 

where SE stands for the Surface Ekman layer 

= •T
/2c" 'v / 4 S i n h Q :^ + Z^ 

and BE is the Bottom Ekman layer, 

SE(z) - V 2 e - ^ o m " " ' \*> (4.7) 
cosh ah 

in which 

»^ - i -sS ™ 

6. = fj (4-9) 

a = ! ± I (4.10) 
8e 

The solution for the wave driven steady flow qwa is complicated, and it is useful 

to decompose it as 

a = ffW 4- o<2> 4- a(3) (4 111 
9U>J — Hwa ' Hwa T Hwa \^-lLl 
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where 

<?l7 = ^-SE(z) (4.12) 

tf? = lai(-h) 3 c o s h Q 2
+ B W ( ^ ' ) (4.13) 

2 cosh a/i 

?i3i = ?.«(0)FW(*) (4.14) 

and 

PW(z) = { 
cosh 2jc(/i -f z) cosh(az) 

I 4 . t ( i s . ) 2 \ cosh(2fc/i) cosh(2A;A) cosh {ah) 

_ I f i i J tanh(2M)SE(z) j (4.15) 

BW(/?z') = e^* ' - 2{fiz' + 2)e~^' cos /3a' - 2{fiz' - l)e~^' sin fiz', (4.16) 

where z' = z + h. In Eq. (4.11), the first part, qQ), is the surface Ekman flow driven 

by the virtual tangential wave stress (similar to flow driven by the wind stress). The 

second part, q^}, is driven by wave stress within the wave boundary layer. It includes 

two terms: the first term is bottom streaming modified by the earth's rotation (cf. 

Eq. 2.21), and the seccad term BW(/?z') is insignificant outside of the wave boundary 

layer but this term makes the bottom streaming at the top of the wave boundary 

layer sharply reduce to zero down at the real bottom. As Fig. (4.1.a) shows, the 

introduction of the earth's rotation tends to restrict the flow to the two Ekman 

layers. 

q$ is the flow that is driven by Coriolis-induced wave stress. It has three terms: 

the first term describes the Eulerian return flow which would completely compensate 

the Stokes drift in an inviscid fluid but is now modified by the ratio of 8e/Sat (Fig. 

4.1.b); the second term accounts for the effect of bottom friction; and the third term 

results from a requirement of zero stress at the sea surface. The wind stress and the 

virtual stress have been taken care of by qds and q^}. 

• 
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There are two vertical scales associated with the wave-driven flow. One is the 

Ekman depth, 6e = J2u/f, imposed internally by friction and the, Coriolis parameter. 

The other is the Stokes depth, 8at = l/(2fc), which is imposed externally by the surface 

wave field. The nature of the total wave driven steady flow, qw, critically depends 

on the ratio of 8e/8at. When the ratio is infinitely large (the non-rotating case), q^, 

approaches zero. When the ratio approaches zero (the inviscid case), qwa becomes a 

return flow, which is an Eulerian flow of the same magnitude as the Stokes drift but 

with the opposite sign. Figure (4,1.c) shows the vertical structure of flow driven by 

both Coriolis- and viscosity-induced wave stresses, and Fig. (4.1.d) is a 3-D sketch. 

Figure (4.2) shows the vertical profiles of qw„ for various values of 8e/h and 8at/h. 

The three part summation of Eq. (4.11) can be re-expressed as 

qwa = qat(Q) 
y/2 8e _.?sinha(/i + 2) 
— — e T ±—j—-ta.nb.2kh 
2 8at cosh ah 

+ 2 ^ m l 3 ^ + B W ( < f e ' ) > + F W<-» (4.17) 

where the virtual wave stress f has been expressed in term of the surface value of 

Stokes drift q,t{0) (cf. Eq. 2.74). This formula explicitly shows that the size of the 

Stokes drift is a good indication of the size of this wave-driven Eulerian flow. Letting 

WA(z) denote the vertical distribution inside the square parenthesis, then the formula 

can be stated concisely as 

qwa = qat(0)WA{z). (4.18) 

4.3 Some limiting cases for the wave-driven steady 

flow qws 

A discussion of limiting cases for steady wave-driven flow, qwa, is given below. 

• When / —> 0 and h is finite, then 8C —» oo, a —• 0, and 

Hwa < Hwa ^(h + z) + -qat{~h) (4.19) 

http://-ta.nb.2kh
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Figure 4.1: The vertical structure of wave-driven steady flow, scaled by a2a/8at- (a) 
Flow driven by viscous-induced wave stress, q^} 4- q^}. (b) Flow driven by Coriolis-
induced wave stress, q$). (c) Flow driven by both Coriolis- and viscous-induced wave 
stress, gjj» + Qwl + ?t3J. (d) the 3-D sketch of (c). The parameters are h = 50m, 
8e/h = 0.23, 8at/h = 0.65, 9 = ix for a wave propagating in the minus x direction. 
BW(/?z') is not plotted because it is too thin. (The value of Stokes drift velocity at 
the bottom is —0.34, which, makes the value of the bottom streaming —3/2 x 0.34 = 
-0.51.) 
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FW(z) -» 0. (4.20) 

Thus 

(4.21) l(h + z) +-qat{-h) 

which, if added to the Stokes drift, recovers Longuet-Higgins' mass transport 

theory for a non-rotational viscid fluid. 

Longuet-Higgins first obtained the virtual tangential stress. The results were 

then questioned by Huang (1970). He pointed out that Longuet-Higgins formula 

of Eq. (4.21) gives an infinite wave mass transport when a deep water limit 

is taken. This is the so-called Longuet-Higgins paradox. Unliiata and Mei 

(1970) then re-examined the wave mass transport problem using a Lagrangian 

approach. Their result showed that Longuet-Higgins' result is indeed correct, 

given its underlying assumption that a steady state for the mass transport 

has been reached. The paradox auses because in a non-rotating deep water 

system, the virtual surface wave stress remains unbalanced. Madsen (1978) 

then introduced the Coriolis force into the model to balance the virtual wave 

stress and successfully resolved Longuet-Higgins' paradox. 

• The limit / —> 0 and h —• oo is an unrealistic case. This is equivalent to de

manding that a steady state is achieved in infinitely deep water as was originally 

demanded by Huang (J 970). 

• When / ^ 0 -and u —> 0, then 8t —• 0, a —• oo, and 

9 $ + 9 $ - 0 (4-22) 
zosh2k{h + z) 

4sinh2(ib/») *ww - T^I,"- <*•*» 
Thus 

qwa = -q,t (4.24) 

s 
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which recovers Ursell's (1950) and Hasselmann's (1970) theory. The theory 

states that in a rotating inviscid ocean the Lagrangian mean flow must vanish. 

By adding Stokes drift velocity to the above Eulerian velocity, the required zero 

Lagrangian mean is obtained. Thus, Eq. (4.17) provides a unified formula for 

the wave driven flow in arbitrary water depth, encompassing Longuet-Higgins' 

viscid but non-rotational theory and Ursell and Hasselmann's inviscid but ro

tational theory. 

Equation (4.24) suggests a mechanism for the generation of wave-induced return 

flow. Traditionally the following explanation of the wave-induced return flow is 

given. A surface wave field produces a steady Stokes drift, when the drift hits a 

physical wall, water piles up and a pressure gradient is generated which drives 

a return flow in the opposite direction to the wave propagation to compensate 

for the Stokes drift (Fig. 4.3.a). This mechanism depends on the existence of a 

physical wall and it is hard to picture in a region far from lateral boundaries. 

The Coriolis-induced wave force offers an alternative mechanism for generating 

the compensating return flow. As is indicated by Eq. (4.24), the Coriolis force 

generated return flow is a depth dependent mirror image of the Stokes drift, 

while a pressure force generated return flow would be depth independent (Fig. 

4.3.b). 

Equation (4.24) then predicts there will be a mean return flow component in 

a velocity time series recorded by any mooring current meter where there arc 

surface waves. Any attempt to explain the observed current without considering 

the surface wave effects may lead to wrong conclusions. A possible example of 

this will be discussed later. 

• When h —• oo 

FW(z) 

»+<(*)" **-p-*{%; (4.25) 

<?IV - ~-VSe-V* (4.26) 
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(a) 

(b) 

Eulerian 
Return Flow 

Total Flow 

Figure 4.3: (a) The traditional explanation for wave-induced return flow, (a) A 
physical wall blocking the wave-induced Stokes drift is a necessity for generating 
return flow; (b) An alternative explanation for wave-induced return flow. Return 
flow can be generated without lateral boundary, and the vertical distribution is a 
mirror image of the Stokes flow (for the case of no friction). 
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** 

>k» _ ^ e ( - . ' f ) ( ^ e « " 

^ ^ f c ) 2 

(4.27) 

+ -4-\/2e-Te
£" (4.28) ?«/» = 

which, if added to the Stokes drift, recovers Madsen's (1978) deep water solution 

in Lagrangian form. 

4.4 Unsteady flows 

Unsteady flows driven by winds, waves, and pressure gradients are now investigated. 

The discussion will focus mainly on flows driven by waves. Considered first is the 

transient solution to a suddenly imposed steady wave force, then, the ; ̂ sponse to 

arbitrary time varying wave force. The solutions for the wind- and slope-induced 

unsteady flows are also given. 

4.4.1 Transient solution for a suddenly imposed steady wave 

forcing 

Denote qwt as the transient response to a suddenly imposed steady wave forcing. The 

total response is then the sum of qwt and the steady solution qwa, which has already 

been obtained as in Eq. (4.17). The transient response is governed by 

d qwt • t dqwt n , . 0ft<. 
v'lz^-lh^-~dT = ° (4,29) 

qwt = 0 z = -h (4.30) 

u9^ = o z = 0 (4.31) 

qwt - -qwa t = 0 a n d -h< z < 0. (4.32) 

This is an eigenvalue problem with 

cos(wnz) (n = 0,1,2,3,...) (4,33) 
2n+ 1 

u>„ = - i r ^ (4.34) 
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as its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues respectively. (Note the eigen-mode counts from 

n = 0 throughout the thesis.) The transient solution is found to be 

qwt = -qat(0)Esn^l+i)ftcos{uJnz) 
n=0 

where 7„ is given by 

7n = Wni/J 

1 (2n + 1 \ (6e 

72 l"l~V [h 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

and 

sn = T f WA(z) cos{unz)dz (4.38) 
ft J-k 

where the initial condition of Eq. (4.32) has been used and WA(z) is given by Eq. 

(4.18). 
The total solution is the sum of the steady solution and the transient solution, i.e. 

qw = qat(o) WA{z) - JT Sne-^+ '^ ' cosKz) 
71=0 

(4.39) 

By replacing ^ ( 0 ) in the above expression by its unit Heaviside step force, Iat, the 

response 

qw{t,z;I3t) = Iat WA{z) - JT sne-(7"+,»/'cos(w„z) 
n=0 

(4.40) 

is obtained, which will be useful in discussing the flow driven by an arbitrary time 

varying wave field. 

Figure (4.4) shows different views of the temporal development of flow driven by 

a steady wave field. Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. (4.4) show the development of vertical 

profiles of u and v. The profiles start from zero in the interior region, gradually 

accelerate, oscillate at the inertial frequency and finally settle down to the steady 

responses (shown by the most dense lines) on a momentum diffusion time scale of 

{h/8e)
2. The final non-zero value of u at the bottom is the bottom streaming just 
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above the thin wave bottom boundary layer ( which is not plotted because it is too 

thin). Panels (c) and (d) of Fig. (4,4) are time series of the surface values of u and 

v. Panel (e) of Fig. (4.3) is hodograph of u against v at different depths. 

When h —* oo, Eqs. (4.35) and (4.38) are replaced by 

>*00 

qwt = -fct(O)/ s(w)e-W+u,3")icos(u;z)<ia. 
JQ 

and 

2 f° 
s{u) = - / WA(z) cos(wz)<iz. 

The deep water transient solution may be rewritten as 

qwt = - « , t ( 0 ) e - * / W A ( z - z ' ) ^ = c i z ' 

since 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

. ,-,, (4.47) 

v-*0 y/4:Tn/t 

where 8{z) is the Dirac delta function, and gjt(0)WA(z) approaches — q„t{z) as de

scribed by Eq. (4.24). Therefore Eq. (4.46) becomes 

f°° 
I s(w) cos{uiz)du) = —WA(z) 

Jo 

L e cos^duj = 2V7te *"•• 
The total solution for deep water is then 

r - j £ 
WA(z) - e - " / WA(z - z')-^=dz' 

J-oo yinvt 
qw = q*t(Q) 

When v approaches zero 

lim ,-—= = 8{z), 

qw(z) = [-qat{z) + e - ' ^ e ( z ) ] (4.48) 

which recovers Hasselmann's (1970) inertial oscillation solution in an inviscid deep 

ocean. Hasselmann proposed the Coriolis-induced wave force as a new generation 

mechanism, as an alternative to those of tidal generation and wind generation, for 

the inertial oscillations often observed in the open ocean. 
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Figure 4.4: Different views on the flow development driven by a steady wave ( 6e/h — 
0.23, f5,*/ft = 0.65, 9 = if). The numbers beside the curves in (a) and (b) are the 
values of / i / (2x) . The velocity is scaled by the strength of Stokes drift, a2a/8„t (for 
detailed description see text). 
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4.4.2 Solution for general unsteady wave forcing 

In the above, the surface value Stokes drift remains constant after it is introduced at 

the initial time. Relaxing this assumption and assuming that £l{t) = q„t{t, Z)\Z-Q can 

vary as an arbitrary function of time (note that notation St is used, cf. the explanation 

on page 14). Using the relation presented by Eq. (3.38), the response to the time 

varying Stokes drift is 

= rmw-*•>*«) # (4.49) 
Jo dt 

which can be written as 

/ : 

by using of Eq. (3.45), where qw{t, 7,t) has been given by Eq. (4.40). 

For a suddenly imposed unidirectional wave afterwards subjected to decay due to 

both internal friction and bottom friction, 

3(t) = e-(*»#+»0kl^2kh)ta2ti9 ( 4 > 5 1 ) 

(this energy dissipation rate can be worked out by substitution of Eqs. 2.59 and 2,60 

into Eq. 2.109 and retaining the leading terms in the interior and bottom regions 

respectively, also see Phillips, 1977, page 52-53). Thus 

d[St{t)H{t)\ _ * » 
dt 

2 , vfik 
W-< to t , + 5K55>*W 

-lto\?\vPkj*xvb\%hh)l u 52) 

The time varying form of the wave energy given in Eq. (4.51) is valid for wave 

decay due to a molecular viocosity or a constant eddy viscosity. When waves are 

breaking, the form of St{t) is uncertain, and the problem of defining a proper form is 

beyond the scope of this chapter. Weber and Melson (1993a) have recently addressed 

this problem. Their idea is that, although the form of 3(t) for breaking waves is 

difficult to obtain, the wave heights before and after breaking and the time duration 

for the breaking may be known from experiments. Thus one can calculate ASt{t)/At 
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as an approximation for dSt(t)/dt. As we can see from Eq. (4.50), it is the time 

derivative of St{t) not St{t) itself that determines the time varying wave-driven flow. 

The above analysis is for a monochromatic and unidirectional wave field. However, 

since the model is linear, responses for different wave frequencies can be summed when 

the wa/e field is random. All that is required is to replace a2 in Eq. (4.17) by 

2{pg)-lS{a,9)dadO, 

where S{a, 9) is the wave energy directional spectrum, and then integrate Eq. (4.17) 

over a suitable range of frequencies and directions. The results described by Eqs. 

(4.39), (4.46) and (4.49) will formally remain the same. 

4.4.3 Unsteady flows driven by the sum of three arbitrary 

forces 

In the same manner in which the wave step force response, qw(t, z; I,t), is determined, 

the wind step force response, qd{t, z; IT), and the slope step force response, q,{t, z; 1^), 

can be obtained as 

qd{t,z; IT) = -j-
joe 

q,{t,z\ 1^) •gi< Vn 

f 

SE{z)-f^ane-^+,)ftcos{uni 
71=0 

BE(z) - £ cne-^+')Jt cos(wnz) 
n=0 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

where SE(z), BE(z), wn and -yn are the same as those given by Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), 

(4.34), and (4.36). an and Cn are the coefficients of Fourier expansions of SE(z) and 

BE(z) 

2 to 2 /"" 
an = — SE(z) cos{u„z)dz 

(I J — h 

2 r° 
Cn = - / BE(z) cos{unz)dz, 

ft J—h 

(4.55) 

(4.56) 

and their detailed expressions will be provided in Chapter 6. 

Flows driven by arbitrary winds, waves and slopes are then described by 

q{t,z) = T{t)*qd{t,z;Ir) + St{t)*qw{t,z;Iat) + \n]{t)*qa{t,z]I^). (4.57) 
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4.5 Comments on the need to include wave stress 

In many coastal wind-driven circulation experiments the Coriolis term in the along

shore momentum equation is found to be dynamically large but uncorrected with the 

other first order terms (Allen and Smith, 1981; Pettigrew, 1981; Lentz and Winant. 

1986; Masse, 1988; Lee, et al , 1989) . The data listed in Table (4,1) cited from Lentz 

and Winant may illustrate this imbalance. 

The cause of the force imbalance has been attributed to instrumental noise (Lentz 

and Winant, 1986) and to small scale alongshore pressure gradients (Pettigrew, 1981), 

but basically remains a puzzle. The Coriolis-induced wave stress may offer a partial 

explanation for the imbalance. Generally, near the coast there is a shoreward prop

agating wave component. According to Eq. (4.24), there will be an Eulerian return 

flow in the water column induced by this wave component. The recorded current will 

certainly include this return flow, while the external forcing (the surface wave field) 

would not normally be considered in these experiments. Thus an apparent imbalance 

arises. A wave of 10 second period and 1.26m amplitude is sufficient to account for 

the uncorrected term f{u} = 5 x 10"5m2s""2 in Table (4.1).l This suggests a need 

for studies of shelf dynamics to include wave forcing, which has to date usually been 

neglected. 

The wave forcing has an interesting dependence on bottom topography. This is 

seen in two ways. One is that the function sinh kh (or the like) appears explicitly 

in the wave forcing. Another is due to the wave shoaling and refraction processes 

that a train of waves will experience, resulting from the wave group velocity and 

phase velocity being functions of water depth. Both of these processes will result in 

a change in wave heights. The wave heights directly affect the size of wave forcing 
1Table (4.1) corresponds to the mooring line at water depth of 60 m in Lentz and Winant 

experiment. There were 5 to 8 current meters, depending on the different times of deployment, about 
evenly spaced along the line. The top few current meters were deployed at 5, 7, and 13m depth. For 
the above chosen 10 second wave, the Stokes depth is 12m. Thus the top few current meters should 
seise the wave-induced Eulerian return flow. Note that listed in Table (4.1) are the depth integrated 
values. The depth integrated Stokes drift of the chosen wave is / x a2cr/2 = 5 x 10"4m2/«2, when 
the above chosen values of the wave amplitude and wave frequency and / = 10"4 are substituted in. 

• I I 
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Table 4.1: Alongshore momentum imbalance in a coastal experiment (Lentz and 
Winant 1986). The notation { } represents depth integration, and F represents the 
divergence of the longshore component of the horizontal Reynolds' stress. 

Terms 

{»}* 
{uv}s,{v2}y 

f{u} 
ghny 

Witt"} 
Ta 

T» 

{F} 

(10-5mV2) 
5 
1 

< 5 
5 
1 
5 
5 

0.2 

as can be seen above. The refraction process also results in a tendency for the wave 

front to become parallel with depth contours. In contrast, the wind forcing is totally 

independent of the sea bottom topography. Further exploration of this unique feature 

of wave forcing is not presented here, but would be interesting. 

4.6 Summary and discussion 

Wave forcing has been examined for the case of a rotating viscous fluid of finite depth. 

A simple Eulerian model is presented to accommodate wave forcing in addition to 

wind forcing. The model yields a general formula for the wind- and wave-driven flow 

for both steady and unsteady forcing, for arbitrary but constant water depth and for 

arbitrary wave direction. The solution for wave-driven steady flow recovers Longuet-

Higgins' (1953) wave mass transport theory in the limit / —*• 0, and recovers Ursell's 

(1950) and Hasselmann's (1970) zero mean theory when the limit v —> 0 is taken. In 

the deep water limit, it becomes the Eulerian counterpart of Madsen's Lagrangian 

solution in deep water. 

The effect of surface waves on the mean flow is twofold. One is a wave-induced 

body force distributed mainly within a Stokes depth from the surface. It arises from 

I I 
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the earth's rotation. The second one is the wave-induced virtual shear stress at the 

sea surface and wave-induced streaming at the bottom. It is due to fluid viscosity. 

By adopting an Eulerian viewpoint, these two wave effects can incorporated into a 

classical geophysical fluid dynamic problem as demonstrated by this chapter. 

The size of the wave-driven flow close to the sea surface is typically comparable to 

that driven by winds. For large swells, the wave-driven flow can be very significant. 

With inclusion of the wave stress, some problems confronting us such as alongshore 

momentum imbalance found in many coastal experiments of wind driven circulation 

may be resolved. 

The solutions obtained here are local solutions in the same sense that the Ekman 

transport due to the wind is a local result. In deeper water, the inviscid solution in 

which the Stokes drift is exactly balanced by an upwave Eulerian current (Fig. 4.3b), 

provides a reasonable first approximation for the solution including viscosity. How

ever, the inclusion of the viscous terms leads to a net transport in both downwave and 

along-crest directions. In infinitely deep water, the fluxes (only in along-crest direc

tion) are small compared to typical Ekman transports (Weber and Melson, 1,993b), 

However, in finite depth the transports associated with the bottom boundary layer 

become increasingly important (Fig. 4.1), giving significant depth integrated flows in 

the wave direction and to the right of the wave direction (in the Northern hemisphere). 

A full regional solution then needs a mass balance condition imposed by appropriate 

boundary conditions.- There is then the possibility of strong local flows associated, for 

example, with large swell propagating over complex shallow topography, analogous 

to the rip-currents in nearshore circulation patterns. 



Chapter 5 

An Exploration of the CASP Data 

5.1 Introduction 

Since 1970, when Hasselmann proposed the concept of the Coriolis-induced wave 

stress, research in this area has remained theoretical. There are few field observations 

suitable for testing the theory. The CASP (Canadian Atlantic Storm Program) data 

set includes both high frequency surface wave observations and low frequency current 

observations on the Scotian Shelf for the winter of 1985-86. The main purpose of this 

experiment was to understand how sea level and currents on the shelf respond to the 

synoptic and mesoscale forcing by wind storms. Wave observations were included in 

the experiment for the study of wave generation by winds, not to identify the current 

generation by waves. However, some of the observational wave data may be suitable 

for testing wave generated currents. This chapter, therefore, explores the CASP data 

set for evidence of the effects suggested by the theory of Chapters 2 and 4. 

5.2 The CASP experiment and mooring array 

During the winter of 1985 and 1986, observations of sea surface elevation, currents, 

bottom pressure, and water properties, as well as the wind were made on the Scotian 

Shelf as part of CASP. Figs. (5.1), and (5.2), from Lively (1988) indicate 11 stations 

65 
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at which currents and bottom pressure gauges were deployed. There were, also obser

vations of surface waves by 9 wave buoys deployed in the vicinity of Stations 1, 2, 6 

and 7. Three of the wave buoys were directional Datawell WAVEC buoys, recording 

wave heights and directions, while the others were non-directional Datawell waverid-

ers, recording only wave heights. The buoys recorded the wave data at a sampling 

frequency of L28 Hz for the first 30 minutes of each hour. During the last 30 min 

of each hour, estimates of wave energy spectra and surface slope-heave cross-spectra 

were automatically computed and telemetered to the Bedford Institute of Oceanog

raphy. A detailed description of the CASP experiment can be found in Anderson and 

Smith (1989). For the wave observations and the wave modelling, reference is made 

to Dobson and Toulany (1989). 

5.3 Methods for the exploration 

According to the theory presented in Chapter 4, the currents observed at fixed moor

ing lines are driven by winds, waves, and pressure gradients. As has been shown by 

Eq. (4.57), the flow within a water column driven by these three forces is 

q{t,z) = r*qi{t,z;Iat) + a*qw{t,z,;lat) + \^*qa{t,z;lvl,). (5,1) 

In the above, qd, qw and qa are the response kernels. The eddy viscosity is an unknown 

parameter in these kernels. If the value of the eddy viscosity were known, then the 

kernels would be determined. If the forces are supplied, then the velocity can be 

calculated. 

How does one get a proper value for the eddy viscosity? A usual practice in 

numerical modelling is to simply guess a value for the eddy viscosity and run the 

model. A comparison of the model output with observations is then used to adjust the 

guessed value and the model is run again. This process continues until a satisfactory 

value of the viscosity is found. This chapter, instead, uses a statistical model for 

estimating a best fitting value of eddy viscosity. The statistical model is as follows 

q{t, z) = Cx{z)r{t) + C2{z)St{t) + C3{z) \jrf{t) + e{t) (5.2) 
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41km 

Figure 5.1: CASP station locations (modified from Lively 1988). The alongshore 
direction, which is 67.75° from north, ia defined as the x-axis and the cross-shore as 
the y-axis. 
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Figure 5.2: A 3-D sketch of the CASP instrument deployment (from Lively 1988) 
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where e{t) represents noise and other possible signals that a simple linear model may 

not be able to resolve, and Ox, C2, and C3 are complex valued coefficients to be 

determined from the data. As will be shown, the angle of Cx can yield an estimate 

of the eddy viscosity. The regression model can also provide a hypothesis testing to 

check if these coefficients are significantly different from zero. 

The connection between the statistical model and the numerical model is made 

as follows. Following Appendix A to this chapter, Eq. (5.1) can be rewritten as 

<7 = { ^ r ( 0 + ^ ^ * E « n C o s ( a , n z ) e - ^ + ^ i : a n c o s ( a ; n z ) e - ^ } 

+ jWA{z)S{t) + ^ - * £ sn cos(u;nz)e-M + 3(0) £ s„ cos(u;nz)e-6«' 

+ {^ V J / ( , ) + i i ^ + ? C n C 0 S ( W n 2 ) e - M 

+ if lLVM2)^C n C O S(W n Z)e-MJ. (5.3) 

The terms on the RHS are grouped in terms of forces. Each group is comprised of 

three terms: the first term is the response to present time force, the second term is the 

response to past time forces, and the third term accounts for the effects of the initial 

force. Obviously, the third term will become trivial when t becomes sufficiently large. 

The second term describes the importance of the time rate of change of the forcing 

in the present time response. The first term is the steady response, since this is the 

response one would obtain if the time derivative terms from the governing equations 

were initially dropped. 

^he regression model of Eq. (5.2) thus represents the steady response of the nu

merical model. For this reason, the statistical model is also a steady model. According 

to Eq. (5.3), the regression coefficients, Cx, C2 and C3 should represent SE(z)//t5e, 

WA(z) and igBE{z)/f respectively. The appropriateness of a steady regression model 

depends on size of the effect of the time rate of change of the forcing. Thus, a low-

pass filtered forcing can be expected to have a smaller effect of its past values on 

the present response. For now, let it be assumed that the steady regression model is 

I "W* I i < • 
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appropriate. (Later, the results of a numerical model will show the effect of neglecting 

the second term in each of the curve brackets on RHS of Eq. 5.3, cf. page 93, and 

Figs. 5.15, 5.16, 5.17.) 

The approach is as follows. First, the regression model is applied to the observed 

data to estimate the eddy viscosity, and significance tests are performed on the chosen 

predictors. Then, the estimated eddy viscosity is input into the numerical model to 

simulate the observed flow. Initially however, we need to prepare the time series of 

both the forcing functions and the response from the observations. 

5.4 Time series preparation 

5.4.1 The wave force St(t) 

During CASP, hourly wave spectra were automatically computed and telemetered by 

the wave buoys. From the hourly spectra, time series for various wave parameters 

of interest can be calculated. The surface Stokes value St{t) has been defined by Eq. 

(2.18). Here let it be denoted by St{t), i.e., 

~, <. o , ,-» cosh2fc/i , . ,, s(i> - '''^tssm- (5•4, 
To calculate 3, the wave parameters a, 9, and a are needed. 

Define half of the significant wave height HS(£) as the wave amplitude, i.e., 

a{t) = —^-^ = J— / S{a)da = u -Variance of the waves . (5.5) 

(Earle and Bishop, 1979) where S{a) is the wave energy spectrum of the waves. 

Further, define the peak wave direction (peak here refers to the peak of the curve of the 

wave spectra versus wave direction), as the wave direction 9{t). Finally choose a single 

wave frequency of 0.1 Hz. for a. Choosing a fixed frequency simplifies the situation 

since the formula for the wave-driven flow derived in the preceding chapter is for a 

monochromatic wave, and observations show that O.lHz is representative of the swells 
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in the region (Fig. 5.3). Thus, the observed wave field is approximated by a single 

representative wave whose frequency a = 27r/10, amplitude and direction change 

through time. Dr. F. Dobson and B. Toulany of the Bedford Institute Oceanography 

kindly supplied the wave parameters (Fig, 5.4). 

Shown in Fig. (5.5) is the time series of 3{t) at Station 2 calculated from the 

wave parameters. In the conversion from the wave parameters to the Stokes drift, the 

following procedures have been used: 

• Conversion of the "from"-direction of waves with respect to the North clockwise 

to the "to"-direction with respect to the x-axis (which is alongshore direction, 

~ 67.75 deg True North) anticlockwise; 

• Low pass filtering with zero phase distortion. The filter, as is shown in Fig. 

(5.6), is designed to remove residual tidal signals in the current time series. For 

consistency in processing the data, the other time series are also filtered using 

this low pass filter. 

• Removal of the mean value of the drift. 

5.4.2 Wind stress r(t) 

Wind data from two sites are used: Minimet wind buoy near Station 2 (Fig. 5.1) and 

Shearwater, a permanent land weather station located about 30 kilometers inshore of 

Station 2. The wind record obtained by the Minimet at sea is short and segmented 

due to ice clogging problems. A linear relationship between the Minimet data and 

the Shearwater data allows the data to be extrapolated and interpolated to cover the 

time span desired. 

The wind velocity data were converted to wind stress by 

77 = ^CdWWi (5.6) 

where r,- is the kinematic wind stress, W is the wind speed and Wi is the wind velocity 

component, pa is the air density, and p is the sea water density, (in this study, the 

m I 
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Figure 5.3: An example of the observed 3-D wave energy spectrum. The well defined 
peak around the frequency 0.1 Hz corresponds to the swell (courtesy of F. Dobson 
and B. Toulany). 
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Significant wave height time series at station 2 

400 
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Wave direction (from) with respect to the North at station 2 

1400 1500 1600 1700 
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1800 1900 

Figure 5.4: Significant wave height and wave direction history at Station 2. The 
missing data are due to ice clogging the wave buoy and telemetry failure. (The hours 
are counted from 00:00 Jan.l, 1986, which is regarded as the zero hour throughout 
this chapter.) 
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u-component (alongshore) surface value Stokes drift 
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v-component (cross-shore) surface value Stokes drift 
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Figure 5.5: u and v components of the Stokes drift time series. The dotted lines are 
unfiltered series, and the solid lines low pass filtered. 
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ratio of the two densities is taken to be 1.25 x 1Q~3/1.025). Cd is the drag coefficient, 

which is a step function of the wind speed 

f uxur* (** W.) ( H ) 
( 2.5 x 10-3 [W > lOm/a) 

with a smooth transition for intermediate wind speed (eg., Csanady, 1982). In the 

calculation, the wind directiou has been converted from the "from"-direction with 

respect to true North to the "to"-direction with respect to the alongshore direction. 

The wind stress time series is shown in Fig. (5.7) (after the low pass filter has been 

applied, cf. Fig. 5.6). 

5.4.3 The sea surface gradient time series S7Q{t) 

For a barotropic linear flow, the information required to complete the dynamic field 

is the surface slope \^rj. Its value at a fixed mooring line may be calculated from 

bottom pressure gauge data if, ideally, there are four bottom gauges deployed around 

it in r» "+" configuration. For reasons that will become clear in the next subsection, 

the current data from the mooring at z = —4m of Station 8 will be chosen as the 

response time series. At this station, however the calculation of the pressure gradient 

from the observations is difficult because there were not four bottom pressure gauges 

deployed nearby. (In the cross-shore direction, no adjacent bottom pressure gauges 

were deployed. In the alongshore direction, the two most adjacent Stations, 7 and 10, 

were too far apart from Station 8). While the alongshore component of the pressure 

gradient may be assumed to be negligibly small, the cross-shore component must be 

considered in a near shore region. Fortunately, Station 8 lies between the two cross-

shore lines, the Halifax fine and the Liscomb line, where there are enough bottom 

pressure gauges for calculating the cross-shore pressure gradients at Station 2 and 

Station 10. With the information obtained at these two stations, the cross-shore' 

pressure gradient for Station 8 can then be inferred by linear interpolation, 

dn 
dy 

57.08 drA 41.52 cfy 

3i ~ 98.60 dy\32
 + 98.60 dy 

(5.8) 
alO 

« I I I 
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Figure 5.7: Time series of the along and cross-shore wind stress 
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in which the distance between the three stations have been used as weights (Fig. 5.1) 

and 

dJL = 0,9945 (Bpn»-B*») ( 5 ,9 ) 

dy ,i \ Ay Ja2 

& , 0,9945 (BPm7B?*) , (5.10) 
dVato V Ay ) M 

where the factor 0.9945 is used to convert the decibar of BP data to the hydrostatic 

head in meters (assuming g = 9.81m/.s2 and p = 1025kg/m3). In the calculations, 

the mean values of BPs are all removed. Thus the hydrostatic head n converted from 

BPs can be regarded as the sea surface elevation in the usual sense, measured from 

mean sea level with positive upwards. 

Shown in the top and middle panels of Fig. (5.8) are time series of dn/dy\a2 

and dn/dy\alQ. The third panel is the interpolated cross-shore pressure gradient for 

Station 8. Also shown in the top panel is the alongshore component of the pressure 

gradient at Station 2 calculated from the bottom pressure data at Stations 7, 2 and 

6. The maximum absolute value of this component is 13 times smaller than its cross-

shore counterpart, confirming the assumption about it being negligibly small. 

5.4.4 The response time series 

The time series of current meter data provides the response time series. Since the 

effect of surface waves on the rurrent is of concern here, data from a shallow current 

meter are chosen for analysis. For 10 second waves in water depth of 100 m, the 

Stokes depth is 12m; below this depth the mean wave effects are expected to be 

weak. For example, Fig. (5.9) shows the current profile driven by 10 second waves 

for an Ekman depth of lm and Stokes depth of 12m in water of total depth 100m. 

(The choice for this value of the Ekman depth is based on a regression analysis which 

appears later.) The figure indicates that the magnitude of the wave-driven flow 20m 

below the surface is about 1/5 the surface value of the Stokes drift, and Fig. (5.5) 

shows that the surface Stokes drift is less than lOcms-1. Therefore, if the data around 
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Figure 5.8: The time series of the pressure gradients at three stations. The gradient 
at Station 2 and that at Station 10 are directly calculated from the records of the 
bottom pressure gauges. The gradient at Station 8 is a linear interpolation of those 
at Station 2 and Station 10. 
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the depth of 20m is an&tyzed, the signal will be 2cms_1 at the maximum, difficult to 

separate from noise. 

At Station 2. two shallow current meters were deployed at depths 2.6m and 5m, 

which would te ideal for our purpose. However, they failed to function. The next 

shallowest one available at Station 2 is at 18 m, which is too deep for the reasons 

stated above. Along the 100 m depth contour, the current meter which waa both 

within the Stokes depth and produced a complete data set is the one at a depth 4m 

at Station 8. For the following analysis, therefore, data from this meter will be used 

as the response time series. 

A necessary assumption is then that the winds and waves observed around Station 

2 were uniform over to Station 8, which is about 40km away. For the winds, this 

assumption is reasonable because typical spatial scales are larger than 40fcm. The 

waves of 10 second period in water depth of 100m can be regarded as deep water 

waves and their scales of spatial uniformity should be of the same order as that of 

the wind (which generates the waves). For the cross-shore pressure gradient, values 

interpolated between Station 2 and Station 10 have already been calculated. 

In processing the current data, a tidal model is employed to separate the tidal and 

non-tidal signals. After detiding, the low pass filter (Fig. 5.6) is used to remove high 

frequency noise and any residual tidal signals left over from the detiding. Note, to 

extract the non-tidal signal, one could simply rse a low pass filter lirectly. However, 

the tidal analysis reveals that the tidal current of the lunar fortnightly constituent, 

Mf, is not negligible. Hence, if a low pass filter is employed for detiding, then its cutoff 

frequency should be set low enough so that the Mf constituent is removed. If this is 

done, the interesting signals with frequencies higher than Mf (~ 1/13.66 cycle/day) 

will also be removed. Obviously, this is not desirable. 

Presented in Fig. (5.10) is the detided and low pass filtered current time series at 

4m depth of Station 8. This time series will be taken as the response function for the 

regression analysis in the next section. 
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Wave-driven flow profile 

Figure 5.9: The wave-driven flow profile with the parameter values of 6e/h = 0.07 and 
8at/h = 0.12. The dotted line is the wave-driven Eulerian inviscid flow, the solid line 
the upwave direction (opposite to the direction of wave propagation) the component 
of the wave-driven Eulerian flow, the dashed line is the along wave-crest component. 
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Figure 5.10: The time series of the velocity components at z = —4m of Station 8. 
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5.5 Regression analysis 

In Section 5.4, all the time series needed for the regression model of Eq. (5.2) aro 

prepared. The least squares estimates of the regression coefficients are given by (e.g., 

Seber, 1977) 

[CxC2C3]T = {HTH)-lHTq (5,11) 

where q is the vectoi of observed complex velocity, hats denote estimates and H is 

an n X 3 matrix 

H = MU) 3{U) v»?(t,-)] » = l ,2 , - -n (5.12) 

where n is the number of observations. Before substituting in the lit. »series to obtain 

the values of the estimates, it is useful to recall some of tl'e properties of the estimates 

for later discussion. 

• When the noise term e in the model Eq. (5.2) has zero mean, i.e., E[e(()] = 0, 

the estimates are unbiased, 

E[CX C2 63] = [Cx C 2 C3] , (5.13) 

where the notation E denotes the expectation operator. 

• Furthermore assuming that the noise is uncorrelated, normal distribution with 

constant variance, i.e., Cov[e,ej] = 8^a2, the following three statistics have an 

F-distribution with degrees of freedom of 1 and n — 4, 

* = TSsS ' = 1'2,3 (5-M) 

where dti stands for the z'th diagonal component of matrix (HT7i)~l. RSS stands 

for the residual sum of squares 

RSS = (q-qf{q-q) (5.15) 

in which 

q = H[CxC2C3]
T. (5.16) 

n i l • 
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The statistic Fi can be used for testing significance of the estimated coefficients against 

the null hypothesis (7,- = 0 in Eq. (5.14). (The properties can be found in most 

statistics books, e.g., Seber, 1977.) 

The condition that the errors have zero mean is relatively easy to satisfy, since tne 

mean values of all the time series have been removed (the time series are understood to 

be ergodic). Although the further condition that errors are uncorreiated is assumed by 

the second property, whether this condition can be satisfied or not is unclear. Besides 

the usual white noise, the errors may contain some slowly varying process which may 

be auto-correlated on lag times of a few hours. Any such auto-correlation will result 

in overestimation of the degrees of freedom of the data set, and the confidence level 

for the estimated coefficients will thus be in doubt. One way to address the confidence 

level problem when little is known about the underlying error processes is to resort 

to Monte Carlo simulations of synthetic data sets. Press et al (1992, section 15.6) 

have described the philosophy behind this method. Based on their idea, a technicme 

involving Monte Carlo simulation will be used to estimate confidence levels. For 

future reference we will refer to this technique as the "clone" technique. In what 

follows, the error processes will initially be assumed to be uncorreiated. Based on 

this assumption, the usual linear regression analysis and the null hypothesis test will 

be carried out. The "clone" technique will then be used as an independent means 

(independent of our assumptions about the error statistics) to check the confidence 

level. 

5.5.1 Regression results and an estimate of the Ekman depth 

The time series prepared above are 601 points long with a one hour sample interval. 

Shown in Table (5.1) and Fig. (5.il) are the regression results. The values of F,- in 

Table (5.1) indicate that the three estimated coefficients pass the null hypothesis test 

at the 5% significance level. (The critical F-value is shown in the caption of the table.) 

While this seems encouraging, the question whether the condition Cov[£,£j] = Sija2 

is satisfied cannot be answered. For this reason, the "clone" technique will be used. 

I 
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Table 5.1: The regression analysis results for */o.i ai Station 8 (total 601 hourly .sain 
pies). The critical value of i'0.05(1,597) = 3.81. 

<704 

_ 
/ 

|C?i|= 257.68 
F = 22.73 
tan-1 ^ = -77.47° 

tf 

|f\| = 0.61 
F= 17.91 
t , a i r l r 2 = -176.31° 

VI 

\(\\ 5=5.99 x HV1 

V = 300.12 
la i r 1 ("\ = 91.58° 

However, first the discussion is focused on the angios of the complex (\ listed in the 

table. 

According to barotropic linear theory, the pressure gradient driven (low near flu' 

surface in relatively deep water should be nearly geostrophic, i.e., the flow should 

lead the force by about 90° (notic the pressure gradient direction is delined from low 

pressure to high pressure). The corresponding angle of C$ listed in the table is very 

close to the theoretical value. According to the wave-driven flow theory presented :n 

Chapter 2, the wave driven inviscid flow should bo 180° opposed to the wave direction; 

when the viscid effect is liken into account, this angle will bo somewhat loss than 

180°. The angle of C2 listed in the table meets this expectation. Knowing the value 

of 8e/h will help to determine tho theoretical angle for C2 at, the mooring depth of 

4m. 

From the angle of Cx (with respect to the direction of wind slross), the thickness of 

the Ekman layer may be inferred as follows. The direction factor for the wind-induced 

flow is 

«.-<(*+£), (5.17) 

(where for simplicity, sinha(/» + z)/coshn7i has been approximated by (•"* for the 

depth of h = 100m, where a = (1 + i)/8e) therefore. 

T + ^ T = ^ S s ^ * * 2 * * (* = 0, 1,2,...) (5.1H) 
4 8e 180 

(where one should chose the smallest k still keeping \z\ positive). Substitution of the 

I 
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Figure 5.11: The regression analysis results for currents at z = —4m at Station 8. 
The upper panel is alongshore direction, and the lower panel is cross-shore direction. 
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value for tan - 1 Cx listed in Table (5.1) and using z = 4m results in an estimate of 

<5e«7m (5.19) 

which corresponds to u = 2,5 x 10~4m2/s at latitude 44.5°N. For a wind stress of 

the order of 10~4m2s-2, which is the size for CASP wind data, Csanady (1982, page 

12) gave an estimate of 10m for the Ekman depth, showing the Ekman depth of 7m 

inferred here is reasonable. With the above estimated Ekman depth, Section 5.6 will 

establish a local numerical model for the flow driven by the three forces. However, as 

will be shown in that section, substitution of this value of Ekman depth in |SE(z)//o"(.| 

does not give a value close to |Ci| listed in Table 5.1. 

5.5.2 Clone technique to check the confidence It/el 

The problem of "significance" of CVs is now addressed using the "clone" technique. 

The "clone" technique involves using Monte Carlo methods to simulate synthetic 

data. The idea, when it is applied to the case here, can be explained as follows. 

The residual sum of squares, RSS, (i.e., the unexplained variance), has been do-

fined by Eq. (5.15). Generally, RSS will decrease (or more precisely, will not increase) 

when the number of predictors increases. Tne matrix H shown by Eq. (5.12) contains 

three predictors, each of which corresponds to one cf its columns. Now consider the 

drop in RSS when the second column of H is excluded (the second column corre

sponds to the wave predictor, which is of interest here). Define this decrease in RSS 

by 

DRSS = RSS123-RSS123 (5.20) 

where RSS123 represents the residual sum of squares when H contains its full three 

predictors, and RSSl£3 signifies the residual sum of squares when H contains only 

its first and third columns. Substitution of the data in Eq. (5.20) results in 

DRSS = 0.16 (5.21) 

* > I 
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(where the units of m2/s2 are understood). The idea of the "clone" is to investigate 

the chance that a random series, when it takes the place of the column of the wave 

predictor in H, can bring about this value of DRSS. This can be achieved by re

peatedly generating a random series, denoted by 3r{t) say, and replacing the second 

column of H by the random series. A sequence of DRSS follows according to Eq. 

(5.20). A histogram of DRSS can then be constructed, which should tell how large 

the random chance is. 

The random series is created as follows. The given 3{t) function can be repre

sented by it Fourier series, 

3{t) = -^F&kW^ (5.22) 
n k 

where ^"(n„) is the Fourier transform of 3{t), 

F{{ln) = |^(n n ) |e^ n «) . (5.23) 

The random series, 3r{t), is generated by replacing P(Cln) in Eq. (5.22) by 

F{Qn) = I J W I e W - ) , (5.24) 

where the modulus of ,F'(fln) is the same as ^"(fin) but the phase of J"'(fi„) is random. 

The phase of ^'{Cln) is the phase of the discrete Foi, ier transform of a purely random 

time series. 

This "clone" technique can be also used to check the wind and the pressure gra

dient predictors respectively. Presented in Fig. (5.12) is the histogram of DRSS, 

resulting from 500 simuk vns. Panel (a) checks the wind predictor, panel (b) the 
*? 

wave predictor, and panel (c), the pressure gradient predictor. The dashed line on 

each panel divides the area under the solid curve into two parts. Take panel (b) as an 

example, the vertical dashed line at the abscissa of 0.16 (cf. Eq. 5.21) divides the area 

under the solid curve by 57.5% to its left and 42.5% to its right. An interpretation of 

this areal division is that there is a 42.5% chance that a randomized series can account 

for more of the observed DRSS. So the "clone" technique yields a 57.5% confidence 
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level for the wave predictor, 81% for the pressure gradient predictor, and a 52.6% for 

wind predictor. Compared with the usual regression analysis, the "clone" technique 

gives lower confidence levels. This perhaps indicates that the degree of freedom in 

the regression analysis is overestimated. 

The correlation of waves and winds may explain the low confidence levels for winds 

and waves. Presented in Fig. (5.13) is the absolute value of the cross-correlation 

function of the winds and the waves. The figure shows that the correlation is about 

0.61 near lag s=0. As a result of this fairly high correlation between waves and winds, 

there will not be a significant drop in the RSS when one is added to the other. For 

comparison, Fig. (5.14) investigates the significance of adding winds or waves alone 

in addition to the pressure gradient. The figure shows that the drop in RSS due 

to the addition of winds or waves is almost the same, and their significance level is 

also nearly the same. Thus, perhaps the high correlation between waves and winds 

prevents us from distinguishing the separate contributions of waves and winds. For 

the purpose of testing the theory of wave-driven flow, an experiment conducted in 

conditions where swells are high but local winds are low would be more suitable. 

5.6 Simulation by a local numerical model 

The response kernels of qd, qa, and q'w in Eq. (5.3) are determined when a value for 

Ekman depth is specified. A 7m Ekman depth has been estimated above. Although 

the "clone" technique has revealed a confidence level problem in the estimation, the 

estimated Ekman depth should not be worse than a subjectively chosen one as is the 

case in usual numerical modelling practice. The three time convolutions then can be 

evaluated by using the recursion scheme developed in Chapter 6 (cf., Eqs. 6.42 and 

6.78). Presented in Figs. (5.15), (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) and Table (5.2) are the 

results of the evaluation. 

It has been shown in Section (5.3) that using a steady regression model is reason

able if the size of the second term in each of the braces on the RHS of Eq, (5.3) is 
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Figure 5.12: Clone technique is used to check the significance of the wind predictor 
(panel a), the wave predictor (panel b), and the pressure gradient predictor (panel 
c). In this experiment, the normal matrix H originally contains three columns (three 
predictors). When a predictor being examined, the corresponding column of H is 
replaced by a column of random data. 500 random time series are simulated. 
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Figure 5.13: The absolute value of the cross-correlation function |A| between waves 
and winds. 
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Figure 5.14. Clone technique is used to check the significance of adding wave alone 
on the top of the pressure gradient (Panel a) and the significance of adding the wave 
alone on the top of the pressure gradient (Panel b). Note, for this figure the normal 
matrix "H is a two column matrix (containing two predictors) while for Figure 5.13, 
H is three column matrix (containing three predictors). 
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small. Figures (5.15), (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) show the effects of the second terms. 

The dotted lines are the total response, the dashed lines are the steady response. The 

solid lines represent the low-pass filtered version of the total response. The difference 

between the dotted lines and the dashed lines consists mainly of damped inertial os

cillations, as c.in be seen from the figures. The good agreement of the solid and the 

dashed lines suggests that it is appropriate to use a steady regression model (as far 

as the low-pass filtered motion is concerned, cf. page 69. ). 

It can be seen from Fig. (5.17) that the alongshore flow is mainly a geostrophic 

flow. In contrast, the cross-shore flow is induced mainly by local forces. Figures 

(5.15) and (5.16) show that both wind-induced and wave-induced model responses 

give a fairly good simulation of observed flows in terms of their fluctuation with time. 

However, in terms of flow magnitude, the wind-induced flow alone already exceeds 

the observed flow. The wave-induced flow seems to give a right size of the amplitudes. 

(But the magnitudes can be adjusted by choosing a different value for the wind drag 

coefficient and a different representative wave height.) 

As mentioned in Section 5.3, the regression coefficients C\, C2, C3 correspond to 

SE//£e, WA and igBE/f respectively. Listed in Table (5.2) are the moduli and angles 

of SE/f6e, WA and igBE/f. Comparison of this table with Table (5.1) shows that the 

moduli of WA and igBE/f are on the same order with C2 and C3, but the modulus 

of SE/f6e is about four times as large as that of Cx- The agreement in the angles, 

however, is fairly good. This good agreement between tan"1 (jfA and tan - 1 C\ is 

not surprising because the former is merely an echo of the input 8e/h — 7m. The 

good agreement between tan - 1 (MSij and tan - 1 C3 is not surprising either because 

igBE/f is not sensitive to the value of 8ejh away from the sea bottom. The fairly 

good agreement between tan - 1 WA and tan - 1 C2, however, is somewhat encouraging. 

The angle of WA is a complicated function of 8e/h (cf. Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18), and this 

information is not contained in the regression model. 

1 • 
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Figure 5.15: The modeled wind induced velocity and the observed velocity (shaded 
Une). The dotted line is the model output which includes the response to the present 
time force and the past time force. The solid line is the low pass filtered version of 
dotted line. The dashed line is the model response to the present force. 
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Figure 5.16: The modeled Stokes drift induced velocity and the observed velocity 
(shaded line). The dotted line is the model output which includes the response to 
the present time force and the past time force. The solid line is the low pass filtered 
version of dotted line. The dashed line is the model response to the present force. 
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Figure 5.17: The modeled cross-shore pressure gradient induced velocity and the 
observed velocity (shaded line). The dotted line is the model output which includes 
the response to the present time force and the past time force. The solid line is the 
low pass filtered version of dotted line. The dashed line is the model response to the 
present force. 
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Figure 5.18: The modeled velocity driven by the three forces and the observed velocity. 
The solid line is the observed data and the dashed line is the model response to the 
present time force. 
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Table 5.2: The gain and the phase yielded by the numerical model 

qo4 

T 

| | =1119 
am'-1 | f = -77.72° 

f°c 

3 

|WA| = 0.36 
tan"1 \WA\ = -152.96° 

vn 

| « p | = 9.62x 104 

tan"1 a S I = 9 0 - 0 0o 

5.7 Summary and discussion 

Data of currents, wave parameters, wind velocity and bottom pressure have been 

gathered and pre-processed from the CASP data set. The wave parameters are com

bined as a single representative force time series, i.e., the surface Stokes drift 3. The 

wind velocity is converted to a wind stress, r{t), according to the standard conversion 

formula. The cross-shore pressure gradient data are calculated from four bottom pres

sure gauges. In the pre-processing of the current data, it is noticed that the Mf (Lunar 

fortnightly) tidal current is strong. Therefore a detiding procedure is introduced to 

the data before applying a low pass filter. 

The time series of wind stress, surface Stokes drift, and cross-shore pressure gra

dient are used as inputs to the linear regression model, while the observed currents 

constitute the output. Since the mean effects of the surface waves decay exponen

tially with the depth, data from a shallow current meter (the mooring at z = —4m 

of Station 8) was chosen as the time series for the regression analysis. The regression 

coefficients represent the gains and angles of the flow driven by the three forces. Fur

ther discussion focused on the angles of the flows with respect to their driving forces. 

The angle of wind-induced flow yields an estimate of 7m for the Ekman depth. The 

angle of wave-induced flow is near the theoretical value. 

For testing the significance of the chosen predictors, two approaches are taken: 

usual regression analysis and "clone" random simulations. The former approach 

shows confidence levels of > 0.90 for the three predictors. The latter approach gives, 

however, much lower levels. The confidence level for the predictor of the pressure 

I 
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gradient drops down to 81%, and those for winds and waves drop down to 52% and 

57% respectively. The disagreement between the two approaches may indicate that 

the degrees of freedom are overestimated in the regression analysis. The low confi

dence levels for the wind and wave predictors may be explained by the fairly high 

correlation (|A| = 0.61) between them. 

Based on the Ekman depth information obtained through the regression analysis, 

a numerical model is used to calculate the response of a local water column to the 

same three forces used in the regression model. The numerical model results show 

that the steady response accounts for most of the total response, which lends support 

to the use of a steady linear regression model. The numerical model also shows 

that while the alongshore flow is mainly a geostrophic flow, the cross-shore flow is 

mainly driven by local forces. Both the wind and the wave driven simulations give 

fairly good agreement with the observed cross-shore flow in terms time fluctuation. 

However, whether the waves really played a role in driving the flow is uncertain due 

to the the fact that the waves and winds are highly correlated. In future experiments, 

carefully chosen conditions where waves are strong but winds are weak would be vital 

for investigating the wave-driven flow. 

5.8 Appendix A: Responses of a local water col

umn to the present time forces and to the past 

t ime forces 

Using the relation provided by Eq. (3.45), Eq. (5.1) can be written as 

q m wmtqd+mfmtq„+^m^. (5.25) 
Take the first time convolution as an example. 

SE{z)-Y,ancos{unz)e-l'"t ' dr(t) 
dt * q d = r{t)8{t) + 

dr(t) 
dt 

I 
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= r(0) SE{z)-'£iancos{u;nz)e-b'>t + [T{t)-r{Q)]SE{z) 

dr{t) x-. . _b 

-•^J-*2^ancos{unz)e °" 
-b„t 

= r(i)SE(z) - T(0) ]T an cos{unz)e-b"t 

dr(t) 
dt 

*^a„cos(w„x)e bnt. (5.26) 

The second and the third convolutions can be derived similarly, and Eq. (5.3) then 

follows. 

1 
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Chapter 6 

A New Method for Numerical 

Modelling of the 3-D Circulation in 

Shallow Seas 

6.1 Introduction 

Thus far this thesis has been essentially concerned with motions in a single water 

column. Of course, water columns are connected to each other through the continuity 

of the water mass (for linearized motion). A means to combine the 1-D motion of 

separate columns is needed to obtain a solution for full 3-D motions. A common 

method is the Jelesnianski bottom stress approach where the 1-D analytical solution 

is used to supply a bottom stress to a set of depth averaged equations to provide 

closure for the numerical solution. Jelesnianski's (1970) method originated from one of 

Welander's (1957) ideas, which was reviewed in Chapter 1 (cf. Table 1.1). Welander's 

other idea for the "assembling" of the motion of separate fluid columns, i.e, the 

transport approach, has not yet been implemented (cf. page 7 and Table 1.1). 

This chapter implements Welander's second suggestion. First the details of the 

implementation are described. Then the new method is tested in Heaps' (1971) basin 
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in order to make a comparison with some standard results. The advantage of the new 

method over other existing methods will be illustrated with examples and analyzed 

theoretically. Appendix B to this chapter extends the method to the case where the 

eddy viscosity profile becomes arbitrary so that the analytical solution in the vertical 

is no longer possible. The extension of the method to the diagnostic case is also 

presented in the appendix. 

In developing and testing the method, the response to wave forcing is not included. 

This is both for simplicity and for comparison with previous model results in which 

the wave forcing was not present. The method itself does allow for the addition of 

wave forcing. 

6.2 The transport approach 

6.2.1 Step force response in velocity and transport under slip 

bottom conditions 

The step force responses in velocity to wind and to sea surface slope under the non-

slip bottom condition have been presented in Chapter 4 (cf., Eqs. 4.53, 4.54). The 

slip bottom condition is perhaps a more appropriate form if the "sea bottom" is 

actually placed on top of the bottom logarithmic layer. It is also more general since 

the non-slip condition is a limit case of the slip condition. For this reason, and for a 

comparison with Heaps' results later on, the step force response under the slip bottom 

condition is considered here. 

The step force responses are governed by 

1d\t=o - ° 

(6.1) 

I I 
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and 

, £ s i -

The parameter « in the bottom condition may be called the slip parameter.1 The 

non-slip condition is recovered under the limit of « —> oo. Their solutions are found 

to be as 

where 

qd{t,z; IT) 
ft. 

qa{t,z; !•&,) = i 
f 

SE(z) - £ ane-6"' cos(w„2) 
n=0 

oo 
BE{z)-'£cne-b"tcoS{ujnz) 

n=0 

ei?M _ ,/!7.-fr/4sinhQ!(ft + z) + f cosha(/t + z) 

cosh az 
cosh a/j + ~ sinh a/t 

BE(z) = 1 
cosh ah + — sinh a/i 

* - i f f 
a; = 

In = 

A/ or 1 + i 
V " <?e 

V2 U 

K = / 

U + £«) 

fcffift, + i 

(6.4) 

(6,5) 

(6.6) 

(6-7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

lWhen the wave force needs to be considered, the following modification for the slip bottom 
condition may be suitable. 

Oq 
V - = K ?-2?>'( _ / l ) (6.3) 

and rp(z) in the expression for wave body force (cf, Eq. 2.70) should set to be zero accordingly. 



Cn = 
4sinwn/i 

w„A K A ) 3 ( £ ) 2 + 2i (l + e„) 
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(6.13) 

The wB are the roots of 

u>„tanu;n/i = —, (6-14) 

which must fall in the range 

Tin < unh < (n + 1/2)TT. (6.15) 

In addition, a parameter 

sin2w„/i . 
£n = ——— when K -+ oo, £n -> 0, (6.16) 

has been introduced to reflect the slipping of each modal motion at the bottom. 

The response to the arbitrary forces is obtained by use of Eqs. (3.35) and (3.41) 

as 

q{t,z) = V7(*) *?.(*.*: Ivn) + T{t)*qd{t,z; Ir). (6.17) 

All the features of the Ekman dynamics, such as top and bottom Ekman layers, 

damped inertial oscillations with higher modes dying away faster, and the momen

tum diffusion e-folding time scale {82/h2f)~l (cf. Eq. 6.12), have been preserved 

analytically. The unknown VK*) onty affects the amplitude of the velocity profile 

(in a time convolution fashion). 

From the initial conditions in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), we have 

00 

YJancos{unz) = SE(z) (6.18) 
n=0 
oo 

£cncos(u;nz) = BE(z) (6.19) 
n=0 

which is obtained by setting t = 0 in Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). In fact, a„ and cn given 

by Eqs. (6.11) and (6.13) were calculated from these two relations. Appendix A will 

use these two relations to accelerate the convergence of the velocity series. 

• St 
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Defining 

[Qd{t; / r ) , Qa(t; I*,)} = f [qd{t,z-JT), qa{t,z-I^)]dz (6,20) 

as the two step force transport responses induced by wind and sea surface slope, 

respectively. Substitution of Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) into the above yields, 

Qd{t- IT) = -i-l\Dd-J2E^~bn 

J \ 71=0 

where 

Dd = 1 -

Da = 1 -

1 

En = 

Gn 

cosh ah + — sinh ah 
1 tanh ah 

al 1 + ^ t anha / i 
iisinojnh 

Wnfc[(ua)2(£)2 + 2;](i + 60 
4isin2wnri 

K/i)2 {unhy (*) +2i (i + W 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

The coefficients, —ilr/f and ighl^/f, on the RHS of Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) are the 

transport amplitudes, whose physical interpretations are the familiar steady Ekman 

transport and geostrophic transport in deep water, respectively. The quantities in 

parentheses are the corrections for the effects of bottom friction and inertial acceler

ations. 

Again, as a resuit of the initial conditions of Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), there are two 

relations: 

£i?n 
71=0 
OO 

£Gn 

= 

= 

Dd 

Da. 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 
71=0 
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These two relations will be used later to determine a proper mode number when a 

tolerance for truncation errors is given. 

When the step force responses are known, the responses to arbitrary forcing can 

be calculated by 

Q = Vn(t) * Qa(t; A*) + r{t) * Qd{t; JT). (6.29) 

6.2.2 The difference form of the continuity equation and an 

rj—Q lattice 

The continuity equation can be written in the form 

^ + *{V'Q} = 0, (6.30) 

where 

and 3? denotes the real part. Q and n are coupled through the sea surface slope. We 

need to integrate the continuity Eq. (6.30) and evaluate the transport of Eq. (6.29) 

numerically through time. Let us first discretize the continuity equation. The next 

section discusses how to evaluate the transport given the updated value of V7?-

In differencing the above form of the continuity equation, an n — Q grid comes 

naturally (Fig. 6.1), which is the counterpart of the Arakawa E-grid in the complex 

plane. Adopting the -q — Q grid not only facilitates calculation of <yty for each Q 

point, but also automatically eliminates the spurious residual flow that occurs when 

one uses the Arakawa C-grid (Jamart and Ozer, 1986) (cf. Figs. 6.6 and 6.7). This 

is because, in contrast with the Arakawa C-grid, with the n — Q grid there is no need 

to average the Coriolis force over four neighboring grid points. 

Using a FTCS (forward in time and centered in space) scheme to discretize Eq. 

(6.30) yields 

&+1) = •?ffi-*{[^i-<?a-J-.-«-[Q^-ge iJ*,} (6.32) 

I 
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(V,y) " 

1 

f—A—e—«—Q 

1 1 — < ^ — 1 | — Q — % 

q—ii—Q—it— 

dy 

dx -*r 

m 
(U,x) 

•^1- ^i 

•n 

U=Real (Q) 
V=Imag(Q) 

Figure 6.1: 7/ — Q-grid, a counterpart of the Arakawa E-grid in the complex plane. 
Using such grid not only facilities calculation of \ft for each Q point, but also auto
matically eliminates spurious residual flow problem inherent in the Arakawa C-grid 
when the Coriolis force is included. 
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where sx — At/{2Ax) and sy = At/{2Ay), and the subscripts l,m dt. aotes the grid 

point indices and the superscript j denotes the j th time step. 

6.2.3 A recursion scheme for the time convolution 

For convenience, the following notation is introduced: R{t; 1) represents the response 

of a linear system to a Heaviside unit step force, and R{t; F) represents the response 

to an arbitrary time varying force F. Thus R can signify the velocity response, 

transport response, or bottom stress response, and F can represent the wind stress 

or sea surface slope. The recursion scheme derived below will be suitable for any of 

these cases. The relationship between R{t; F) and R{i; 1) is given by 

R{t;F) = SiF{t,)dRKtdt']l)dt'- ^ 

Numerical evaluation of this integral is necessary since F{t) is an arbitrary time 

function. Because t appears in both the integral limit and in the integrand, the usual 

discrete summation for the integral would require recalculation of the summation 

from t = 0 for each time step. An economic evaluation scheme is thus needed, and 

Jelesnianski (1970) has provided one. However, both his derivation and his recursion 

scheme are complicated. This section gives a derivation for a simpler and more 

physically appealing recursion scheme. 

The structure of the solutions presented in Eqs. (6.4), (6.5), (6.21) and (6.22) 

suggests that it is proper to write R{t; 1) in the following form 

oo 

R{t;l) = C{z)-y£Mz)e-bnt, (6-34) 
71=0 

(where C{z) can be ^SE(z ) , i^BE{z), -i^Dd or i^D,, and <j>n{z) can be 

jfcancosunz, i^Cn cos unz, -i!fEn, or i—^Gn). Since the initial response is set 

to be zero (cf. Eqs. 6.18, 6.19, 6.27 and 6.28), we have 

oo 

£ > „ ( * ) = C(*) (6.35) 
71=0 

P 
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(except at z = 0 when R{t; 1) represents the stress). Substitution of Eq. (6.34) into 

Eq. (6.33) gives 

rt °° 
R{t;F) = / F(0£<M#n<rM(-' 'W 

J° n=0 
oo 

= X>n(*;F) (6.36) 
n=0 

where 

rB(*;F) = f F{t)<t>n{z)bne-b^dt' (6,37) 
JO 

which denotes the response to an external force by the nth mode. For the next time 

step, t + At, 

, + / ^{t'^Uz^e-^+^'Ut' 

= £ {rn(t; F)e-b»* + F(t)M*) [l - e-6"*']} (6.38) 
71=0 

where in the first integral the result calculated at the previous time step has been used, 

and in the second integral F{t') has been approximated by F{t) for t' 6 [t,t + At], 

(It is allowed here to use a combination of F{t) and F{t + At) to approximate F{t'). 

However this will lead to an implicit scheme to solve the continuity equation, since 

Xpj is one of the forces that F signifies.) Let us denote 

rn{t + At;F) = rn{t; F)e~b"Ai + F{t)rn{At; 1) (6.39) 

where 

rn{At;l) = <£„(*) [ l - e - ^ ] , (6.40) 

which gives the response by the nth mode to a unit force in one time step. Then Eq. 

6.38 can be written as 

oo 

R{t + At-F) = J^rn{t + At;F). (6.41) 
7»=0 

} 
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A recursion scheme for evaluating the response convolution is thus obtained. Start

ing from r(0;F) = 0 (by definition of Eq. 6.37), one can use Eq. (6.39) to evaluate 

the response to an external force by each mode for successive time steps, and then use 

Eq. (6.41) to obtain the total response. The scheme is summarized in the following 

box: 

An = 

r{0l = 
JnF 
r n l — 

r 7 1 ^ — 

R^ = 

e-6„A< 

0 

*.(*)(! - An) 

rSAn + ^ r f f 
v-iV r( ;+i) 
<Ln=0 rnF 

(i = 0,1,2,...) 

(6.42) 

where the notation r%F is short for rn{jAt',F), and rnl for r„(Ai;l), etc., AT is a 

positive integer whose proper value will be discussed later. 

A physical interpretation of the recursion scheme is as follows: the first term on 

the RHS of Eq. (6.39) (or the fourth equation of Eqs. 6.42) is due to the "initial" 

condition at the previous time step and the second term is due to the latest "ki :k" 

by the external force. rj,i acts as a weight to partition the external force F int J the n 

modes. Since the frictional force has been taken care of in r„x , one may read F^r„x 

as a net force to drive the nth modal motion during the time interval [jAt, {j + l)At]. 

The factor e -6nAt describes how each mode evolves once set into motion. Different 

modes evolve differently because of the different values of bn (n = 0, 1, 2, ...). 

The above recursion scheme can be applied to the response in velocity, stress 

and transport when one substitutes the corresponding C{z), (f>n(z) and bn. In terms 

of velocity, the recursion scheme is expressed in Appendix A, where a discussion is 

also given on accelerating the velocity convergence using relations of Eqs. (6.18) and 
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(6.19). In terms of the transport, the recursion scheme is expressed as 

An 

r(0l 
rnF 
P ( l ) 
' nlr 

~nln 

r(i+D 
rnF 
Qtf+1) 

= 

= 

— 

= 

= 

= 

e-6„At 

0 

-ilfEn{l-Xn) 

i^Gn{l-\n) 

r[J)
F An + rWrfi + Wj)r% 

2-n=0 rnF 

0 = 0,1,2,...) 

where Q takes the place of RF, and En and Gn are given by Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26). 

In programming Eqs. (6.43), one should evaluate those j— independent quantities 

once before the updating "do-loop". Also, one can replace the symbols of unit wind 

stress IT and unit slope 1^ in the program by the number 1 so that the inputs r and 

V>7 can automatically take care of the units and directions. 

The formula for updating Q has now been obtained. Equations (6.32) and (6.43) 

form an explicit scheme for updating Q and n alternately. In various cases (different 

values of 8e/h, flat or varying bottom topography, steady or unsteady wind, etc.) the 

numerical experimentation shows that the scheme is stable under the CFL condition 

At < AxAy/Jgh{Ax2 -f Ay2) (the scheme is still stable even when the equal sign 

in the condition is taken). However, a theoretical stability analysis for the scheme is 

not available yet. 

6.2.4 Transfer of the zero flux boundary condition to that 

for the surface elevation 

For an open lateral boundary condition, one may use the Sommerfeld radiation con

dition to update rj and Q based on information at neighboring interior points at the 

previous time step (e.g., Chapman, 1985). For a solid lateral boundary, the Q — rj lat

tice introduced above requires that one calculates the surface gradient for Q boundary 
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points based on the fact that the flux normal to the wall is zero. Here let us focus on 

the transfer of the zero flux condition to that for the surface gradient. 

According to Eq. (6.43), Q^+1^ also can be written as 

gli+O = f j r iJe-^ + TWMV + V^M? 
n=0 

where 

?W _ 
N 

R$ = E nlr 
n=0 

JV 

*B = E rnlrr 

Let 

where A and B are real, then 

n=0 

fi£j = A + iB 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

(6.46) 

(6.47) 

U) U) 
W-B = (^-B|)'"+.(4+B|)1". ,6.«) 

Thus, from Eq. (6.44), on a lateral boundary where U = 3£{Q} should be zero, 

and on a lateral boundary where V — ^>{Q} should vanish, 

dnU) B dri^ 
dy A dx 

^ { E ^ e - ^ + rW^J (6.50) 

where $ denotes the imaginary part of a complex quantity. In a corner where both 

U and V vanish, 

• 9a " 
dx 

§R 
L dy J 

U) ' A -B' 

. B A 

- l 
" »{...} ' 

I »{•••} J 

(i) 

(6.51) 

where {...} is the same as those of Eqs. (6.49) and (6.50). 
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6.2.5 H o w large must N be? 

In the transport method, the solution for the sea surface elevation is a major calcu

lation. Once this is known, velocities can be evaluated with the analytical formula 

of Eq. (6.17), which converges exponentially since both SE(z) and BE(ir) have been 

extracted from the series (cf. Eq. 6.82). In numerically solving for the elevation, 

the transport method only involves the transport series, as the name of the method 

suggests. Thus, given a truncation error tolerance, the number of modes necessary 

to specify the transport series must be addressed. 

Returning to the expressions for the transports given in Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) 

allows the determination for a value of N given a truncated error tolerance, Rewrite 

Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22), with a reference to Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28), in the form 

^ T ^ = (E+ E )(l-e-b"t)En (6.52) 
*Qd \n=0 n=N+lJ 

^ T ^ = (lL+ t ) ( l - e - M ) G n (6.53) 
i 9 * \n=0 n=N+l/ 

where, for brevity, the notation lqd and IQ, has been introduced to represent the 

transport amplitudes —i^- and i3 •7r|, respectively. Truncation errors per lqd and 

per IQ, may then be defined as 
oo 00 

erx = E ( l -e - 6" ' )£n 

oo 

er2 = E ( l - e - M ) G „ 

n=Ar+l 

In the above definition, the terms e~bniEn and e~bntGn have been dropped, because 

E£=JV+I z~hntEn and £n=jv+i e~bntGn approach zero much faster than £n=/v+i En and 

£nt=jv+i G>» respectively, so we need only consider the slowly convergent component 

to evaluate the truncation errors. Substitution of Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26) into Eqs. 

(6.54) and (6.55) yields 

E En 
n=N+l 

E Gn. 
n=N+l 

(6.54) 

(6.55) 

erx = E 
4isinw„/i 

N+i{unh) {unh)2^) +2i (1 + W 
(6.56) 

* 
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er2 = E 
4i sin2 unh 

N+i {unh)2 {ujnhy(%y + 2i (1 + 6.) 
(6.57) 

where n7r < unh < (n + 1/2)TT (from Eq. 6.15). The first error corresponds to the 

wind induced flow and the second to the sea surface slope induced flow. 

From the above Eqs. (6.56) and (6.57), we see that the coefficients of the two 

error series decrease towards zero as 1/n3 and 1/n4 (n > N + 1) respectively. For 

problems concerning purely slope-induced flow (like tidal currents), N will be smaller 

for a given truncation error than for problems which include wind forcing. We also see 

that both truncation errors are inversely proportional to {8e/h)2. Thus we expect that 

N will be smaller in relatively shallow water (larger 8e/h ) than in deep water (smaller 

8e/h). This is because in shallower water, the momentum versus depth distribution 

is more uniform due to the stronger frictional effects, so fewer modes are needed to 

specify the distribution. 

The absolute values of the errors can also be calculated. Using Eqs. (6.27) and 

(6.28), we have from Eqs. (6.54) and (6.55) 

eri = 

er2| = 

JV 

Dd~EEn 
n=0 

Da-^Gn 
n=0 

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

with which one can quickly decide on a proper value of N for a given truncation error 

tolerance. For the case of non-slip bottom condition (K = oo), the absolute errors are 

tabulated in Tables (6.1) and (6.2) as a function of N, for different values of 8e/h. 

These tables help to determine a proper mode number for a given error tolerance. 

A complete description of the transport method for the case of constant eddy 

viscosity and constant density has been given. Table (6.3) concludes this section. The 

table shows that the main task in the transport method is calculation of the sea surface 

elevation, which requires fewer number of modes than calculation of the velocity and 

the bottom stress. After the main do-loop, the velocity profile at locations of interest 

can be recovered. A discussion on extension of the method to the case of arbitrary 
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Table 6.1: Truncation error per Iqd (=J T / / where Ir is one unit kinematic wind 
stress) when t = 0 for different values of 8e/h and A''. The truncated error is defined 
to be erx = £ ^ + 1 

N 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

8e/h = 1 
leri| < 
0.0319 
0.0062 

0.0021 

0.0009 

0.0005 

0.0003 
0.0002 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

8Jh = 1/2 
|eri| < 

0.1200 

0.0245 

0.0083 

0.0037 

0.0020 

0.0011 

0.0007 

0.0005 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0002 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

8e/h = 1/10 

|eri| < 

0.2734 

0.1495 

0.0955 

0.0614 

0.0392 

0.0254 

0.0170 

0.0118 

0.0084 

0.0062 

0.0047 

0.0037 

0.0029 

0.0023 

0.0019 

0.0016 

depth-dependent eddy viscosity, v = v{z), and arbitrary density profile p — p{x,y, z), 

is presented in Appendix B to this chapter. 

6.3 Test of the transport method in Heaps' basin 

6<3,1 Heaps' basin and Heaps' problem 

In this section, the method described in the last section is tested against some stan

dard results. Heaps' (1971) problem and Heaps' (1971) spectral method are chosen 

for comparison. The Heaps' problem is to numerically model the linear response of 

water in a rectangular basin to a constant wind. It is due to Heaps' (1971) pioneering 

woik that the spectral method was introduced into oceanography for simulating 3-D 
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Table 6.2: Truncation error per Iq„ {^ighl^/f where J^, is one unit sea surface 
slope) when t = 0 foi different values of 8Jh and N. The truncated -/.or is defined 
to be ers = J2N+V 

N 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

SJh = 1 
|er2| < 

0.0096 

0.0015 

0.0005 

0.0002 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

8e/h = 1/2 
|er2| < 
0.0365 

0.0061 

0.0019 

0.0008 

0.0004 

0.0003 

0.0002 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

8e/h = 1/10 
|er2| < 

0.1452 

0.0589 

0.0297 

0.0163 

0.0095 

0.0058 

0.0038 

0.0026 

0.0018 

0.0013 

0.0010 

0.0008 

0.0006 

0.0005 

0.0004 

0.0003 



Table 6.3: A summary of the transport approach. 
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, Input 

/ r and lateral B.C, J 

t 
Main do-loop 

Numerical part 

| a + 3?{v*Q} = 0 
V? 

Analytical pan 

Q = \?ri*Q, + T*Q<i 

Use (6.32) Use (6.43) 

i 
/ Output / 

fyn 

q-S7V*9> + r*qd 
Velocity profile recovery 
at locations of interest 

Use (6.82) 
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flows. The results from Heaps' work have been taken as a standard for comparison 

by most of the later spectral models (e.g, Davies, 1979; Davies, 1983; Davies, 1988; 

Lardner and Cekirge, 1988; Lardner, 1990; Sheng and Thompson, 1993). 

Heaps' rectangular basin is 800 km long (North-South) and 400 km wide (East-

West). This basin has been called Heaps' basin, whose geometry mimics the North 

Sea. Heaps used the C-grid scheme to locate n, u and v points in a horizontal plane 

grid of 35 X 19 lines (Fig. 6.2.b, solid line), using 

Aa; = 400/9fcm, Ay = 800/17fcm. (6.60) 

Four r) points (A, B, C, and D) were marked. At these points time series of the surface 

elevation, velocities (averaged over the four neighboring points) were recorded. Since 

the n — Q grid scheme is used in the transport method, in order to locate the points 

A, B, C and D four q points in the grid plane with the same geometry as those of 

Heaps, a grid of 69 x 19 lines (Fig. 6.2.b) is placed on the horizontal plane for the 

transport method. 

6.3.2 Comparison with Heaps' numerical solutions for the 

transient state 

Shown in Fig. (6.3) are the three surface elevation time series at point B generated 

by the transport method, using 2 modes. They are compared with those generated 

by Heaps' spectral method with 10 modes. (For Heaps' spectral model, the "wet 

point only" technique, proposed by Jamart and Ozer, 1986, has been used to avoid 

a spurious residual flow). The difference between the two methods is represented by 

Srn (i = 1,2,3 for three values of u, 8r)i = |i/T — r/H|i, where JJT represents TJ generated 

by the transport method and T/H generated by Heaps' spectral method). The figure 

demonstrates that the transport method works well and gives results that are very 

close to Heaps' results. 

When the surface elevation field is obtained, a major part of the computation is 

completed. The velocity profiles at grid points of interest can then be recovered using 
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Figure 6.2: Panel (a) is the C-grid used by Heaps (1971) and panel (b) is the rj — Q 
grid used in this model. Heaps divided the basin horizontal plane into 35 x 19 lines, 
and we divide into 69 x 19 lines. The double dense grid lines in y-direction is merely 
to locate the four marked n points, A, B, C, and D, in the lower panel with the same 
geometrical coordinates as those in the upper panel. 
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n at point B and the difference between the methods 

100 

Figure 6.3: Time series of the surface elevation at point B for the first group of 
tests. Three elevation curves for different values of v are generated by the transport 
method (using 2 modes), and compared with the same type of curves generated by 
Heaps' spectral method (using 10 modes). The difference between the two methods 
are shown by 8r\xi 8r\2 and Srja { 8rjx = \qr ~ nH\, where q? is generated by the 
transport method and »?# is generated by Heaps' method, for v — 650cm2/s, and so 
on. For clarity, they are offset by -10 in the figure.) The figure demonstrates that the 
transport method yields results in a good agreement with Heaps' results. (Parameters: 
/ = 1.22 x 1 0 - V 1 , g = 9.81ms"2, r = -1.5Pa, p = LQ25kgm-3, At = 6min, 
h = 65m, k = 0.002ms-1, u = [0.065,0.13,O^m^-1 8e/h = [0.50,0.71,1.00]). 

i i 
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Figure 6.4: Velocity time series at four depths generated by the transport method 
(using 2 modes) and their difference from those generated by Heaps1 method (using 
10 modes). The differences are represented by 8u, and 8v{ {i = 1,2,3,4 for z/h = 
0,-0.25,-0.5 — 1), offset at the different horizontal lines for clearity. (Parameters 
are the same as those for figure 2 except for v = 0.065m2s-1 only.) 
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the record of S7q at those points (Table 6.3). Figure (6.4) shows velocity (using 2 

modes) recovered at grid point C. The difference between the results of this method 

and Heaps' spectral method (using 10 modes) are represented by 8ut {i = 1,2,3,4 

for zjh = 0, —0.25, -0.50, - 1 and 8u = UH - UT, UJJ, where denotes u generated by 

Heaps' method and uj by transport method), and by 8v\ (for clarity, they are offset 

at different horizontal lines in the figure). The figure shows that the results yielded 

by the transport method are in satisfactory agreement with those by Heaps' method. 

Figure (6.5) shows the effects of using 2, 10 and 20 modes (dashed, dotted, and 

solid) by Heaps's method (1st and 3rd panels) and the transport method (2nd and 4th 

panels). From the figure, we can see that for calculating sea surface elevation, 2 modes 

are enough in both methods. But for calculating velocity, 2 modes are sufficient in 

the transport method but not in Heaps' method. It should be pointed out that the 

comparison is under the parameter value of 8e/h = 1/2. When this ratio gets smaller, 

the difference in the number of modes used by the two methods will become bigger. 

This example illustrates two important features of the transport method. First is 

the fact that calculation of sea surface elevation requires less modes than calculation 

of velocity. The transport method takes advantage of this fact by separating the two 

calculations. There are many practical cases which only require that the velocity 

profile be calculated at a few grid points, rather than at every grid point. The 

transport approach allows one to calculate the velocity profiles at only the points 

of interest. In contrast, Heaps' spectral method requires calculation of the velocity 

profiles at every grid point, whether they are needed or not. Second, in calculating 

velocity profiles, the transport method extracts both the surface wind induced Ekman 

spiral, SE(z), and the slope-induced Ekman spiral, BE{z), from the series, and so the 

remainder series converges exponentially (see the discussion in Appendix A and Eq. 

6.82). Heaps' method does not extract the Ekman spirals, which explains its slow 

convergence near the surface and bottom. In a word, separation of the two calculations 

and extraction of the two Ekman spirals is the feature of the transport method. 

Sheng and Thompson (1993) proposed a modification to Heaps's method, which 



Elevation by Heaps method 
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| 10-

Figure 6.5: Comparison of convergence rates of the transport method (2nd 
panels) and Heaps' spectral method (1st and 3rd panels) (dashed lines: 2 
dotted lines: 10 modes, solid lines: 20 modes.) 
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involves extracting the wind induced surface Ekman spiral from the series. As a result, 

their method also improves the convergence near the surface effectively. In fact, they 

found that 4 modes are sufficient for the same Heaps' problem outlined here. However, 

the slope-induced bottom Ekman spiral is left in the series in their method. Also, 

their method requires calculation of velocities over the entire model grid. A more 

theoretical comparison of the transport method with the existing methods will be 

presented in Section 6.4. 

6.3.3 Comparison with analytical solutions at the steady state 

For Heaps' rectangular basin problem, an analytical solution for n and q{z) for the 

steady state can be found. The transport should be zero everywhere in the steady 

state because of the flat bottom and the uniform wind field. Thus from Eqs. (6.21) 

and (6.22) one can deduce a relationship between the ultimate sea surface slope, 

denoted as V>/°°^ and the wind stress, 

which is a constant over the entire basin. Thus the sea surface is a plane and can be 

described by 

" *{J>!/AJ • ) \Dagh i T ' = K ^ T P + S i T r T - r h ' + c (6-62) 

in which the constant c can be determined by the fact that the surface at the middle 

point of the basin should be zero due to the conservation of water mass and the 

symmetry in basin geometry. For example, if the origin of the coordinate is on the 

center of the basin, then c = 0. The ultimate velocity profile can be calculated by 

q fs. 
SE{z) + i6f^BE{z) (6.63) 

Jamart and Ozer (1986) gave the steady solutions only for the sea surface slope and 

the velocity, not for the sea surface itself. However, the fact that the sea surface plane 

should go through the zero point at the center of the basin completely determines the 
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whole steady solution. Equations of (6.61), (6.62) and (6.63) are useful in the sense 

that every new algorithm proposed for spectral methods is first tested in the Heaps' 

basin. 

Figure (6,6) shows a comparison between the theoretical steady state (represented 

by dashed lines) and the model output at 300 hours after the constant wind is set up 

(represented by solid lines), As one can see the agreement between the theoretical 

prediction and model calculations is satisfactory. The top panel of the figure is the 

time series of the depth averaged velocity, showing that there are no undamped inertial 

oscillations (Davies, 1987; Hunter and Hearn, 1988) with the transport approach. 

The bottom panel also shows that adopting the n — Q grid automatically eliminate;) 

the spurious residual flow problem, (Jamart and Ozer, 1986) which occurs when 

using an Arakawa C-grid. To appreciate the problem, two of Heaps' (1971) plots are 

copied in Fig. (6.7). At the steady state the plots show the curved surface elevation 

contours near the wall and non-vanishing residual flow over the entire domain, which 

are erroneous results for Heaps' rectangular basin problem. The spurious residual flow 

problem was noticed by Jamart and Ozer, who proposed a "wet point only" technique 

to amend the problem. In the n — Q grid adopted here, u and v are combined by 

a complex velocity, q = u + iv (remember Q is the depth integral of q) and are 

co-located. Therefore there is no need to average the Coriolis forcing, and thus no 

spurious residual problem arises. 

6.4 A comparison of the transport method, the 

bot tom stress method, and the spectral method 

To solve the linearized equations of motion, we have three closely related methods 

at our disposal: the spectral method, the bottom stress method and the transport 

method. These focus on three related, but different, expansions. The spectral method 
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Time series of depth averaged velocity 

50 100 150 200 
hours 

Steady velocity profiles 

250 300 

Elevation conloun U 300 hours Depth tvenged velocity field 

mix(|Q/h)=1.6505e-03 cm/s 

Figure 6.6: The top panel shows the vanishing depth averaged velocity. The middle 
and the bottom panel are a comparison between the theoretical steady state and the 
model output at 300 hours. Two modes are used in updating n and Q in the main 
do-loop and in recovering the velocity profile afterwards. This figure also shows that, 
in transport method, there is no undamped inertial oscillation or spurious residual 
flow. 
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• i « Mo^gs 

Figure 6.7: A copy of two of Heaps' (1971) plots demonstrates the spurious residual 
flow problem. For Heaps' rectangular basin problem, the sea surface contours should 
be straight lines and the depth averaged velocity should vanish over the entire domain 
at the steady stage. The problem, noticed by Jamart and Ozer (1986), was attributed 
to the adoption of C-grid. In contrast, the n - Q grid does not have such problem 
(cf. Fig. 3.4). 

*# > 
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employs a velocity expansion of form 

q ~ EA, cos unz, (6.64) 

in which the A'ns are updated at each time step by solving a set of modal equations. 

In this sense, the spectral method may also be classified as a velocity approach. 

The bottom stress approach employs a bottom stress expansion, which is a vertical 

derivative of Eq. (6.64). The transport approach employs a transport series, a vertical 

integral of Eq. (6.64). Thus three approaches are related in the sense they all deal 

with the same family of series, but different in the sense that they pick different family 

members, as is summarized in Table (6.4). 

When comparing the convergence rates of two trigonometric series, it is a usual 

practice to compare the rates at which their coefficients approach zero (e.g., Tolstov, 

1962, pages 144-145). In the following discussion, terms like " rate", "speed", "fast" 

or "slow" are to be understood in this sense.) Now suppose that 

= constant as n —> oo, (6.65) 

for the velocity series, where p is a positive number. (From Eqs. 6.11, 6.13 and 6.15 

one can deduce immediately that p = 2 when wind is present and p = 3 when only 

the sea surface slope forcing is present.) Then, because wnh ~ n, we have 

An/{unh) 
n-iP+V 

for the transport series, and we have 

An{wnh) 

= constant as n —* oo, (6.66) 

-(P-I) = constant as n —> oo, (6.67) 

for the bottom stress series. Thus, the coefficients of the transport series decreases 

faster than those of the velocity series and the stress series. Figure (6.8) illustrates 

this graphically. 

From Table (6.4), we can see that the transport approach decouples the rapidly 

convergent series from the slower series, while the other approaches mix the rapidly 



Table 6.4: The relevance and difference of three 

Series Involved 
in the Main 
Do-loop 

Transport 
Approach 

(This study) 

£ ^ s i n w n A 

Velocity 
Approach 

(Heaps 1971) 
£ v4„cos LJnZ 
£^sinu>nfc 

approaches. 
Bottom Stress 

Approach 
(Jelesnianski 1971) 

E^sinu;nA 
J2Anu„sinu>nh 

(velocity) 
(transport) 
(stress) 

Series Involved 
in the Velocity 
Recovery 

E K , c„) e~*"A' cosu>nz E K , Cn) e-»"A' COSU>„Z 
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Figure 6.8: This diagram illustrates why the transport series converges the quickest. 
The net transport due to each mode is represented by the shaded arezi, and the 
bottom stresses by the dashed line. The transport in this example is mainly due to 
the first and the second modes; higher modes contribute little to the transport but 
may significantly contribute to the velocity and even more to the bottom stress. (The 
curves shown here are for the velocities of each mode based on the second part of qd 

when t = 0 and SJh = 1/2 and K = oo.) 
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convergent series with the slow one. When the calculation process involves summa

tion of two series simultaneously, the convergence rate is controlled by the slowly 

wiivergent series. In the velocity approach and in the stress approach the calculation 

of the elevation is slowed by the calculation of the velocity and the bottom stress 

respectively. The transport method has no such problem, and the calculation for the 

elevation proceeds at its own speed. After the elevation calculation is completed , 

the transport approach employs the analytical formula of Eq. (6.17) to recover the 

velocity. The main advantage in using the analytical formula is that the formula 

extracts both the wind-induced surface Ekman spiral and the slope-induced bottom 

Ekman spiral so that the remainder converges exponentially (cf. Eqs. 6.4, 6.5, 6.82, 

and Table 6.3). 

There are two additional advantages in using the analytical formula. First, one can 

use a different time step than that used in the main do-loop. For an explicit scheme, 

the time step in the main do-loop, say AtM, is restricted by the CFL condition and 

can be very small when water is very deep. In this case, one might consider using 

a multiple of AtM as the time step for the velocity calculation. Figure (6.9) shows 

the effects on the velocity recovery of using a different time step as well as a different 

number of modes. Second, as has been stated in the preceding section, the transport 

approach allows one to calculate the velocity profiles at only the points of interest. 

Any of these advantages results in a great saving of computational workload, and 

their combination saves even more. The bottom stress shares the same advantages in 

the velocity recovery, but it needs the greatest numbers of modes in the main do-loop, 

since it employs the most slowly convergent series. 

Another feature of the transport approach is that it solves only one equation (the 

continuity equation) numerically, rather than three, thus the numerical task is made 

easier. Lynch et al. (1987, 1992) proposed a method for solving the 3-D linearized 

equations of motion, which essentially also solves a single Helmholtz-like equation 

for n. However, arbitrary time dependent motion is replaced by a single harmonic 

motion in their work. In this work, there is no restriction on the time dependence of 

j 
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Figure 6.9: Since the transport method separates the calculation of the transport 
and elevation from that for the velocity, it is permissible to use a different number of 
modes and a different time step in the velocity recovery. This can be an advantage 
in reducing the computational workload in most cases. This figure shows the effects 
in using a different number of modes and a different time step. (Note, because of the 
factor e~bnAt, {bn ~ n2), the value of N is also affected by the choice of At. In a 
slowly varying problem, a large value of At can be chosen and the value of N can be 
reduced accordingly given a fixed truncation error. In a rapidly changing problem, 
a small value should be chosen for At, and thus the value of N should be increased. 
The transport method flexibly accommodates these needs.) 
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the motion, the forcing function can be arbitrary. 

6.5 Comments on the velocity split form in the 

spectral method 

The purpose of this chapter is to implement Welander's transport approach. However, 

one point, which is closely related to the recent efforts to improve the convergence of 

velocity in the spectral method, warrants further discussion. It was found that Heaps' 

classical spectral method converges very slowly (e.g., Davies, 1983; Lardner, 1990) 

near the surface when there is non-zero wind stress on the surface. This is because 

Heaps' spectral method uses cosine functions. The contradiction of zero derivative 

of the cosine functions and non-zero wind stress on the sea surface {z = 0) causes 

the slow convergence. Early efforts to accelerate the convergence used some other 

base functions whose derivatives on the surface are not zero, like Chebyshev and 

Legendre polynomials (Davies and Owen, 1979). However, these functions cost more 

computational workload in their evaluations than the simple cosine functions, 

Recent efforts have split the velocity into two parts, a prescribed part, and a 

remainder series, 

q = *(*) + £ > „ cos wnz, (6.68) 

in which \P(z) is a prescribed function, and the coefficients of the remainder series, A„, 

need to be updated by numerically solving a set of modal equations, The prescribed 

part, ty(z), accommodates the non-zero wind stress. The convergence rate of the 

remainder series depends strongly on the choice of form for ^l{z). Different authors 

(Lardner, 1990; Zitman, 1992; Davies, 1991; Davies, 1992; Sheng and Thompson, 

1993) have proposed different forms of ^(z), as summarized in Table (6.5). A general 

formula for all the previously proposed forms can be written as 

${z) = F^^ + FtV^z) (6.69) 
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where $ , and #6 are two prescribed profiles and Fa and Ft, are two depth independent 

quantities, usually related to the surface stress and the bottom stress respectively. 

An alternative expression for Eq. (6.17) is 

q = ^SE(*) + ^ W ) 
}*>t f 

-E 
n=o I 

f8edt+Cnf dt 
* e-6nicosc<;nz. 

This form suggests that perhaps a more suitable form for ^!{z) is 

»(,) = mSE{z) + i9-^flBE{2), 
J°e J 

(6.70) 

(6.71) 

where SE(z) and BE(z) are given by Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) or can be obtained nu

merically for arbitrary eddy viscosity v{z). In a system (such as Heaps' basin) which 

permits an eventual steady state, this form is clearly optimal. When t is sufficiently 

large, any other form of ty(z) will cause the remainder series to contain a non-vanishing 

part, i.e., 

E^ COS 0JnZ = —SE(z) - Fa%{z) + i^pBE(z) - Fb%{z) (6.72) 

The difference between Eqs. (6.69) and (6.71) is then buried in the remainder series. 

Given a truncation error tolerance, one needs to sum a certain number of modes to 

compute this buried part no matter how much time passes. If one chooses Eq, (6.71) 

for ^(z), then one will not need to sum over any modes when t is sufficiently large. 

For time dependent cases, since the external forces, r(r), and Split), c a n be ar

bitrary functions of time, let us turn to considering single frequency forcing. Con

clusions from the single frequency study should be illuminating for arbitrary forcing 

since the latter can be decomposed into different frequencies. So assume harmonic 

time-dependence with the frequency Cl, 

T(I) = re ' n t 

Vq(t) = Vie™ 

(6.73) 

(6.74; 



Table 6.5: Various forms suggested by different authors for F,ty,(z)+Fi&b(z) in order 
to accelerate the convergence of the remainder series. 

Authors 
. Lardner 
' 1990 

9> Zitman 
' 1992 

^ . Davies 
' 1991, 1992 

,. Davies 
' 1991, 1992 

Sheng & 
4) Thompson 

1993 

5^ X " 
' This study 

F. 
T.h 

V 

r.h 
V 

T-£fi 
lakQ 

1/ ~ 

TJtm 

r. 

*.(z) 

> + f + 3 
•intiz 

-flh 

1 ^ » 6 [-*,, 0] 
\ o z e M , -20j 

(aPr+f + a) 

7 ? Z^n=l „i c o s fc z 

SE(z) 

SEO) 

/* 

0 

0 

0 

iiSSL 
1 / 

**(*) 

0 

0 

J o z e [-*„, o] 
I & 3 & * € [~h, -z0] 

(2 £* - 5 ) 

2 W V - l ( - l ) » „ , 
7T Z.„=l „J cos h z 

0 

BE(z) 

Note 

note 1 

z o > 0 
note 2 

Note 1: 71 is the first positive root of 7 A cos 7 A + — sin 7A = 0; 
Note 2: 0 < fi < 1, introduction of this free parameter is for numerical stability (see 
Davies, 1992); 

I 
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J2Ancosunz 
n=0 

after which combination of Eqs. (6.70), (6.68), and (6.69) gives 

Ve;n< 

00 

-E; 

SE(z) f .*,(«) + i9Vr,(t)e,QtBE{z) - FbVb{z) 

n = 0 tfi + bn 

re 
ifit 

/ 

n t£ + c „ j V/e cosu^z 

re1 .nt i *i? _ iilt e~6ni cos w„z 

-E 
n=0 

r , 
nf6e f 

e bni cos unz. (6.75) 

This equation provides a means for a theoretical assessment of all the previously 

proposed forms of the basis functions of {cosu>nz} which are the eigenfunctions of 

Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2). If one chooses Eq. (6.71) for ^(z), one will find (with reference 

to Eqs. 6.11 to 6.15) that the coefficient of the remainder series is described by, 

An ~ max n// n/f e •n4t e-n
dt 

, 4 ' 
n" 

(6.76) 

(in which the first and the third terms are related to the wind forcing and the second 

and fourth terms are related to the pressure forcing). When t > 0, the last two 

terms in the parentheses approach zero exponentially as n -> oo, leaving the first 

term (or the second term when r(£) = 0) as the controlling term. Substituting all the 

previously proposed forms (Lardner, 1990; Zitman, 1992; Davies, 1991; Davies, 1992; 

Sheng and Thompson, 1993) in Eq. (6.75) reveals that 

1 
(6.77) 

Thus, the form of Eq. (6.71) is preferable to the others as a prescribed part of the 

velocity under the basis of the eigenfunctions to the problem of Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2). 

(For other basis functions, like {cos^z}, which are not the eigenfunctions of the 

problems of Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) when n ^ 0, whether this preference still holds 

needs further investigation.) 

n 
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6.6 Conclusion 

Regarding the pressure gradient force in the two linearized momentum equations as a 

local external force, on" tains two step force responses of the local Eulerian velocity. 

These responses can be expressed analytically in terms of unit constant wind stress 

and unit constant pressure gradient. The coefficients in the expression, however, may 

either have an analytical dependence on the mode number, n, and the system param

eters (8e/h, K), or have numerical values, depending on the form of the eddy viscosity 

profile v{z), and the density profile p{z). The response to arbitrary wind and pressure 

forcing can be obtained by convolving these two forces with the time derivatives of 

the two step force responses. Thus, a full velocity profile, q{t,z] yn,T), is analyti

cally extracted. Our knowledge of the system would be complete if ri{t,x,y) (hence 

Vty(i, x, y)) were known. Thus, the key point is finding the solution for i}{t, x, y). To 

get n{t, x, y), the transport method solves the continuity equation numerically (where 

the transport is supplied by the depth integration of the velocity profile) instead of 

solving a set of depth averaged equations of motion. By doing so, the numerical 

task is reduced since only one equation needs to be finite differenced and integrated 

and, more importantly, the convergence rate is enhanced, since high modes do not 

contribute to the transport as much as they do to the velocity or the bottom stress. 

6.7 Appendix A: Velocity recursion scheme and 

acceleration of velocity convergence using Equa

tions (19) and (20) 

The recursion scheme of Eq. (6.42) can apply to the response in velocity, stress and 

transport when one substitutes the corresponding C{z), <j)n{z) and bn. In terms of 
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velocity, the recursion scheme is expressed as 

A„ = 

rnF = 

TnlT = 

»Vl„ = 

rnF — 

e-bnAi 

0 

•^ancos(cjnz)(l -A„) 

i^a C n cos(w n z)( l -A n ) 

r(3K + r^rnir + W^nir, 
Y-N _(i+i) 
-L„=0 rnF 
(i = 0,l,2,...) 

(6.78) 

where <j takes the place of RF in Eq. (6.42) and an and bn are given by Eqs. (6.11) 

and (6.12). 

As we can see from the above, in the summation of the series 

n=0 

the convergence rate is controlled by the series 

OO 00 

]T}an cos(w„z), 51 cn cos(w„z) 
n=0 n=0 

rather than 

OO 00 

]T an cos(wnz)An, Yl cn cos(w„z)An. 

(6.79) 

(6.80) 

(6.81) 
n=0 n=0 

The latter converges much faster than the former, since the factor of An decreases 

exponentially as n increases. We obviously want to take advantage of this fact. This 

can be achieved by using Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19) to extract the slowly converging parts 

from the summations. Thus we can derive the following more rapidly convergent 
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scheme for the velocity recovery. 
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Elor^An + r ^ T + W j )^, 
r$A„ + r<j)r,llT + W'Vmr, 

(i = 0,l,2,...) 

(6.82) 

6.8 Appendix B: Extension of the approach 

The two step force velocity responses are obtained under the assumption of constant 

eddy viscosity and constant density. Discussed in this appendix is the extension of 

the transport approach to the cases of arbitrary but time invariant eddy viscosity v{z) 

and density anomaly p = po[l + e{x,y,z)], where t{x,y,z) stands for the anomaly. 

6.8.1 The case of arbitrary depth-dependent v(z) 

When v — v{z), the formal solution (like Eq. 6.4 or 6.5) to the step force velocity 

response still holds 

q{t,z;I) = C{z)-ZAne-^+i^Zn{z) (6,83) 
n = 0 

where C{z) is a steady current ( wind induced or slope induced), and Zn and 7„ are 

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues values defined by 

£«> • -** 
dz_ 
dz 

= 0, zUh = o 

(6.84) 

(6.85) 
z=0 
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and An are Fourier coefficients with the respect to the eigenfunctions. The steady 

velocity C{z) should be easy to obtain by numerical integration. If the eigenfunc

tions and eigenvalues are known, then the Fourier coefficients An can be obtained by 

numerical evaluation of 

An = -f\\LG{z)z{z)dz (6-86) 
where || • || denotes the norm of Zn, and Eq. (6.83) can be evaluated, and the step 

force responses in velocity determined. Therefore the main issue here is how to solve 

the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem given by Eqs. (6.84) and (6.85). When v{z) 

is of some specified form, such as a linear function, exponential, power, etc., there 

exist various analytical solutions to Eqs. (6.84) and (6.85), (Jordan, 1980) . What 

is needed here is a numerical solution of the eigenvalue problem when v{z) does not 

admit an analytical solution. 

Davies solved the eigenvalue problem using a Galerkin method by expanding each 

of the eigenfunction in terms of a set B-spline functions (Davies, 1983) or alternatively 

by using the Runge-Kutta-Merson iteration method (Davies, 1986). In the following 

a direct way for solving the problem is presented. Without loss of generality, let us 

consider the following form of the eigenfunction problem: 

{vZ')' = -IZ (6.87) 

Z'(0) = 0, Z ( - 1 ) = 0 , (6.88) 

which can be regarded as non-dimensional forms of Eqs. (6.84) and (6.85). Dividing 

[—1,0] into {n — 1) equal parts and applying centered differences on Eq. (6.87) results 

in 

AZ = -tZ (6.89) 
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where 
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(6.90) 

(6.91) 

(6.92) 

where [Zx Z2 ...Zn] is a set of values of the eigenfunction evaluated at [zx z2 z% ...z„]. 

Thus the Sturm-Liouville problem has been turned into a matrix eigenvalue problem. 

An introduction to this numerical method of solving Sturm-Liouville problems can 

be found in Zwillinger (1989). 

For illustration, a computational example is supplied in which the eddy viscosity 

profile is specified in two layers and the analytical solutions for the eigenvalues and 

eigenfunctions were obtained by Heaps (1981a, 1981b) . Figure (6.10) shows the 

eddy viscosity profile and a comparison of the first five eigenfunctions calculated 

analytically and numerically. The numerical solution of the eigenvalue problem gives 

a satisfactory approximation to the analytical one. Also, we can see that the bottom 

logarithmic layer is well resolved. 

6.8.2 The case of non-uniform density field, p = /)o[l+e(x, y, z)] 

In this case, there will be an extra component, say q', compared with the case of 

barotropic pressure and constant eddy viscosity, in the step force velocity response 

contributed by the baroclinic pressure force described by 

dq' . , , , . d2q' 
-fa+ifq = -9Wd(x,y,z) + vj^-

(6.93) 
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Figure 6.10: The top panel is the eddy viscosity used by Heaps (1981a, b), and the 
middle panel is the first 5 eigenfunction obtained analytically by Heaps (scanned from 
Heaps' paper). The bottom panel is the first 5 eigenfunctions calculated numerically 
by using the method described in the text. 
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where 

rid = J edz, (6.94) 

subject to the same boundary condition as those in Eqs. (6,2). The solution can be 

found 

oo 

<?' = C ' ( z ) -X>» e ~ ( 7 " + , ' ) / t c o s w «z , (6.95) 
n=0 

where 

A„ = | j f C'{z) coswnzdz (6.96) 

and C'{z) is a steady solution of Eq. (6.93), which may be found by using Green's 

function method. The transport approach introduced above then can be followed. 

1 
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Chapter 7 

Summary and Discussion 

Two topics related to shelf dynamics are covered by this thesis: the introduction 

of the wave forcing into the shallow water dynamics, and the presentation of a new 

numerical method, the transport approach, for solving the 3D linearized equations of 

motion which Govern the dynamics. 

The wave force originates from a combination of the effect of the earth's rotation 

on the Stoke's drift and the frictional effects of the surface and bottom wave bound

ary layers. Unlike classical wave radiation stresses whose existence depends on the 

horizontal gradient of wave energy, these two types of wave stresses exist wherever 

there are surface waves. The size of these wave induced stresses may not be negligi

ble compared with typical wind stresses. Chapter 2 derives an Eulerian description 

of the wave stress. Dealing with the mean wave force can involve complicated and 

lengthy algebra because of the nature of non-linearity, and as a result the Lagrangian 

form of the equations of motion is often used. On the other hand, it is desirable to 

incorporate this wave force into shelf circulation models without altering the usual 

formulation of equations (i.e., the Eulerian description). Therefore, this thesis makes 

a special effort to simplify the derivation of the wave force while retaining the usual 

Eulerian equations. 

Chapter 3 establishes a set of general 3D equations which includes both the classi

cal wave radiation stresses and the stress derived in Chapter 2. Using the assumptions 
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of small Rossby number and horizontal homogeneity of the wave force, the general 

equations are simplified to a linearized system which allows the study to focus on the 

mean flow driven by the waves. 

A methodology is introduced and used throughout the thesis whereby the re

sponse of a local Eulerian water column to a step function force is first determined, 

then a time convolution technique is used to establish the response to an arbitrary 

force. Chapter 4 studies the response to a step function of wave force in detail. 

The early work of Longuet-Higgins, Ursell, Hasselmann and Madsen were shown to 

be limiting cases of the solutions found here. The addition of wave-induced flow to 

wind-induced flow enriches the vertical structure of the total flow, as it introduces 

another vertical scale ratio, namely the ratio of Stokes depth over the water depth, 8at, 

in addition to the existing ratio of Ekman depth over the water, 8e/h. Implications 

of the wave-driven flow are further discussed. Besides the generation mechanism for 

inertial oscillations proposed by Hasselmann (1970), they include the mirror image 

wave-induced Eulerian return flow compensating the Stokes drift, a possible expla

nation for the alongshore momentum imbalance in the coastal experiments, and the 

dependence of wave forcing on large scale topography, 

Experimental work testing the existence of the wave forces has lagged theoretical 

work. For the virtual wave stress, Longuet-Higgins designed a laboratory experiment 

and demonstrated its existence (Longuet-Higgins, 1959). Applied to the real ocean, 

this virtual wave stress should induce a surface Ekman flow as if the same magnitude 

of wind stress were applied. However there appears to be no studies verifying the 

existence of this type of flow in the field. As to the Coriolis induced wave stress, even 

its laboratory confirmation has not yet been reported, let alone field observations. 

Nevertheless, Chapter 5 of this thesis uses a pre-existing data set, the CASP data, 

and investigates whether there is any flow that might be driven by the wave stresses 

(the Coriolis induced stress and the virtual stress). Although similar patterns are 

found in both the observed cross-shore flow and the simulated wave-driven flow, this 

analysis cannot determine whether waves played a role in the observed flow, or if the 
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patterns are due to aliasing effects of wind (winds and waves are correlated in the 

CASP data). The results from this preliminary exploration emphasises the need for 

an experiment specially designed for investigating flows driven by Coriolis-induced 

wave stress. 

Chapter 6 provides a new method for numerically solving the 3D linearized equa

tions for the shelf circulation. The method first treats all the local forces, including 

the pressure gradient, as constant forces of unit magnitude and zero angle with re

spect to the chosen x-axis. Under this treatment, the local water response to these 

special forces is easy to obtain. The responses to arbitrary forces are obtained by 

using a time convolution technique. The method then combines these step function 

responses in a global model to complete the description of the sea surface elevation 

field. The philosophy of this method originates from Welander (1957) but has not 

previously been implemented. As is demonstrated in Chapter 6, the method brings 

a substantial decrease in the computational workload. This can be valuable for a 

problem involving many iterations of the solutions, such as data assimilation. In de

veloping and testing the method, the wave forcing is not included. This simplifies the 

computation and makes possible the direct comparison with previous model results 

(in which the wave force was not present). The method itself easily allows the ad

dition of the wave forcing. It also allows the addition of a baroclinic force (specified 

diagnostically) due to a non-homogeneous density field. 

The development of the method also produced two by-products, which may have 

value for any non-time convolution method. These are the rj — Q grid scheme, and the 

extraction of both the wind induced surface Ekman profile and the pressure induced 

bottom Ekman profile as a prescribed part of the velocity profile. The former auto

matically eliminates the spurious residual flow problem (Fig. 6.6), and the latter is an 

optimal form for the specified velocity profile in order to accelerate the convergence 

of the solution (Table 6.5). 

The method is limited to a linearized system. However, since the Rossby number 

for oceanic motion is often small, the linearized system is a powerful tool for modelling 
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many physical oceanography problems, including tidal flows, storm surges, and shelf 

circulation. Using a perturbation technique, the method can, in principle, be extended 

to a weakly non-linear dynamic system. 
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